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NEW HOUSING UNITS APPROVED BY CITY

YD.

four Lawns Are Selected As
June"Yards Of The Month"

Second Annual June Dairy Month Day
Tomorrow is the Second Annuli! Dairy Month
DIY In
Murray and Calloway County and a section of today's
Ledger and Times brings attention to this day and June
Dairy Month and It. value to local economy.
E. B. Howlan will begin the program tomorrow by
making a short talk on the importance of the dairy industry to Calloway County. This event will take place on
the south side of the court square anfl will begin at 10:00
LIM
A milking contest between attorney Sid Easley and
Tax Commissioner Charles Hale will follow on the pre.
gram.
An lee cream eating contest will be held for those
age 18 and under.
Ping Peng balls will be dropped from en airplane
and balls bearing lucky numbers may be redeemed with
prizes.
The 4-C's will provide music for the occasion.
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Word Received Of
Sudden Death Of
Rev. Thompson
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Viet Cog Have Not
Achieved A Th
With Ben Het Seige

Fire Truck
For County
Arrives Here

Ruling Made
On School
Bond Rates

Rev. Wayne Lamb
To Speak At Coles
Camp Ground
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Police Chief Makes
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Swim Party Will
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Homecoming To Bo
At Mason's Chapel

Twilight Golf At
Oaks On Sunday

Minor Accidents,
Occur On Thursday

Barney Barrow And
Quartet To Appear

For Life

Peace Talks
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Natural Gas System Audit
Shows Sound Operation

l

Kelly Lea Bolls
Undergoes Surgery

Jar Of

David Sutherland
Wins Scholarships

David J. Sutherland, grandson of Mrs. Watkins of Murray,
Word has been received of
has been granted a four year
The Garden Deneeransint ei Month", placed
the death of Rev. Charles C.
there for the
the Murray Woollen
scholarship to Virginia Military
has month. The names of the judges
Thompson, former pastor of the
The Murray City Council last tern in local banks is $217,301.Institute.
selected the 'Trade
t e are not announced. and many
First Christian Church of Murnight approved the request of 43. These funds include depreSutherland
also
Kenai" for lums.won
the
MO
times the judges do not even
ray, who died anrapectodly
scholarship over five other car- the Murray Municipal Housing ciation funds, bond interest and
.Four yards ia the four seen know who
lives at the home unWednesday nigln in Charleston
rier boy finalist given by Post- Commission to move ahead with redemption fund, reserve funds,
Las el Murray are selected each tll the selection
S. C.
has been made.
Tribune of Gary, Ind. A feature plans to construct fifty addit-1 meter deposit funds, etc.
masa and a sign, "Yard of the
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Thompson was associate
story from the Gary newspaper ional low rent housing units.
Profit of the system transMarshall Garland et the corner
pastor of the Christian Chum*
on Sutherland was reprinted in
ferred to retained earnings a*ere and had jest addressed
of Glendale and Kirkwood
the Ledger & Times on June 13.
mounted to $123,843 which is
Drive was selected in the mouthithe men's club when death
The Commission operates 142 an increase of $32,256 over last
The scholarship to Virginia
west section of the city. 'Their
tram. He was 71 posse el age.
Military Institute will amount units at the present time locathome is of wood construction
The minister was pastor of
to
$3800.00 per year. He is the ed on and in the vicinity of (Continued On Pogo Twelve)
and is of runic design. The
the Murray Church from Uralson of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Suth- Ellis and Nash Drive and North
trees and shrubs are kept In
U. Prior to coming to Murray erland
of Hobart, Ind., and the Third Street. The new units
their natural state. Potted plants
he was pastor of the church in
nephew
of Mrs. Homer (Veneta) would be for elderly housing.
blend in to complete the beau.
Park, Tenn. He once served as Bullard of
Chestertown, Ind.
4ty and balance with a number
secretary cd the amembly in
With council approval, the
of the plants being not native.
Mississippi and later in the
Commission will now begin the
South Carolina Assembly. He
S; CHARLES B. TAYLQIL-• In the southeast section the
extensive paper work necessary
home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston
graduated from Transylvania
to accomplish the loan with
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) — Norris at 901 Fairlane was selCollege and the College of the
which to construct the units.
igrad. The house of red, brick
101
1 011 1.11 iinarted
Little Miss Kelly Lea Roils, ViMe in Lexington.
These loans are repaid through
lite countdown today to -clear iseitruction is located on a
Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral artelliOnselits are inrentals from the housing units.
Apollo 11 for its manned moon corner lot at Pnirlane and
Jerry Bolls, 1506 Bramante eanildate, but will be held in
Funeral services for 0. J.
landing mission while scientists South 9th Street. Of special inDrive, was Maletklkod to molar- the Seethne Fanelli Homo in (Otis) Basseil will
be held Satpicked a monkey for 30 days of terest is thh fountain in the
W. G. Nash is Chairman of
go surgery this morning at 9:30 Chedoligen.
urday at two p. m. at the Mt.
at the Baptist memorial gown
spaceniglot armed the earth.
By GEORGE SIBIRA
grass patio in the double driveSurvivors hub& Ms wife the Hebron
the Housing Commission which
United
Methodist
ChurPARIS (UPI) — Allied and
The 113-hour dress rehearsal way. Shrubs are used to add
dormer Margaret Murry of Ripmembers
Republican
two
tal, Memphis, Than.
has
ch with Rev. Johnson &Imlay ofcountdown on the combination to the beauty of the, home.
The baby is reported to have toy,Missisnppi whom he mar- ficiating.
and two Democrat members Communist negotiators said toof the Saturn 5 booster rocket
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
ried
Await
with Mayor Ellis as an ex-off- day the Vietnam peace talks
1923; three chin
tumor in her stomach, and rewere completely deadlocked.
Med the Apollo 11 command Jack Beale Kennedy at (037
ports are that the doctor was dren, Mrs. Renfro Denaldsoe
Surat will be in the Mt. Zion icio member.
Both sides said the 23rd sessioa
grad lunar landing spacecraft be- Sharpe Street was selected for
optimistic about the surgery al Tummies, Cbarkie M. Theta- Cemetery with the arrange• en. minute enter midnight the yard of the month in the
of the negotiations failed t
pion el Marione, N. C., and ments by the J. H. Churchill
yesterday.
In keeping with the policy make any progress.
(EDT)
northeast section of the city.
Kelly Lea was born June In William liesnaposa of New York Funeral Home where friends of the city administration
, a
•the test is completed ran The rolling yard makes an atCommunist delegates said
it the Murray-Calloway Grainy CIO; me railer, Mrs. Ruth may call.
public hearing on the need and time is running out for Amerweek without miens treuMe, tractive and pleasing appearHospital. Her father is the Barbra of Atlanta and see broBaesell, age 91, died Thurs- necessity of this construction
astronauts Neil A. Armstrong, ance, and a beautiful mimosa
agent for Mutual of Omeral ther, William Thempses ef Ath- day moraine at the Meadow- will be set for a near future ica in the war."Time it definiteMicheal Collins and Edwin L. tree can be seen through the
ly not on the side of Mr. NIMUM
view Retirement Home. His date.
here.
illerin will have a g.-ahead for carport in the picnic area in the
on," said a spokesman for the
wife, Mrs. Kate Smith Hassell,
Bill Threet, minister of the
their sciieduled July 14 takeoff bac,. ,
North
Vietnamese delegation.
The brick home is
died
March 17, 1960.
7th and Poplar Church el 0 _
The audit report of the Murea as historic eight-day expedi- located just
The spokesman referred to
f the MurCbrist, and Mr. end Mrs. Tian
Survivors are three daught- ray Natural Gas System
was re- statements made recently by
tion. Armstrong and Collins' ray City Park.
ers, Mns. Noble Fuqua, Mrs. viewed
ay Carraway are with Mr. and
last night by Joe Pat President
pleased moon landing was July
Nixon
expressing
Selected from the northwest
Hazel
Sicken
Mrs.
Bolls
and
in
Memphis.
Mrs.
Marshall
Pvt. Reggio Key
Trevathan, member of the firm bope of withdrawing more than
30.
section of the city was the home
Ddclings; three sons, Homer, of
Richardson and Trevathsn, 100,000 US, troops by the end
The astronauts were briefed of Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Jones,
Sardis% and Howard Smell;
Certified Public Accountants.
La their spaceport quarters last 1314 Wells Boulevard. Club ofof next year.
fourteen
grandchildren; Mem
Afraid seven Whim of reli
Total assets of the system arc
night by fellow astronaut Har- ficials said the spacious yard
American
Ararat
geandchildren
;
three
gnat
Ms
beam
reported
le have Sal
listed as $1,4116,992.03. The torison H. Schmitt en landmarks with the foundation planting
HUKIMA =
than
great
1
grendettildren
.
lea
during
the moth of Joao
tal of special funds of the sys- Ceniumignin,..ited =
they can expect to see en the
fIradyp
i
Dr. Harry Sparks, presides' of in- Murray, according to John
, and put in more time (Continued on Page 14)
trenched themselves in a
Pvt Reggie Key, son of Mr. Murray State University, was EA Scott, local weather *bean
practicing in spacecraft
Ion of non-negotiation.
and Mrs. Herbert Key, 1302 the speaker at the Rotary Ana
srandators.
"They seem to require a total
Night
held
by
the
The
Bents,
Longer
Re.
&
Times
checked
Kirkwood Drive, Murray, will
The monkey laune-h aboard a
Communist victory as a pretary
Club
on
Monday.
with
Ted
Howard, area enemcomplete his basic training at
two-stage Delta rocket is ochecondition for negotiation, a s'
Special guests of the Rotary ies agent in Calloway County,
Fort Campbell about July 18.
dueled for 11:14 p. m. (DT)
if anything would then be left
Club
were
their wives, reload- to see if the crops in the COYKey was drafted into the UnSaturday. The specially built
to negotiate," Kaplan said.
ited States Army in the May orient salutatorians, winner en ty have been dantaged by dm
spacecraft will orbit for a monA Viet Cong delegate said
13th draft call from Calloway the outstanding=t award limey rains.
th 211 miles above the earth to
one reason for the lack of pro,
of
the
three
Howard
County
said the corn crop
County. He is a graduate of
test the effects of prolonged
greu was the Allied rejection
Murray High School and of the High Schools,-plus the superin- was very good and that the rains
weightlessness as the body en
Communist demands for a
of
tendents
of
Benton High School had just increased the gruel/tNashville Automotive and Dieof the pelmet*.
coalition government in Saiand Marshall County Schools.
ot the crop.
sel College.
.flight will be the longest
gon.
Dr. Sparks told the students
Some damage has been reHis address is Pvt. Reggie
ever atteraped with a living
The Viet Cong reiterated its
just
how
fortunate
the
ported
The
$15,000
new
students
fire
to
truck
soybeans
Key US53913110, 40270-8033,
and tobacco,
creature and will help scientdemand that the present Saigon
of
the
day
are
that
to
serve rural areas will be 2nd Plt. A-2-1 USATC, Fort
the older but it is not severe. Several of
ists determine what obstacles
administration be ousted before
generation had planned and the farmers in various areas of
man must overcome in plan. presented today (Friday) to the Campbell, Ky.
any
agreements could be made,
strived
to set up an educational the county were able to plow
ning long-duration space vent- citizens of Calloway County.
claiming the support of the
program at such a high level as their crops on Thursday, acThe new truck is being financer!.
"people in the cities of South
it is. today.
cording to Howard as he was
Project scientists spent much ed solely by contributions to
Vietnam."
WALIIR
munists
tried
to
charge
By
WHITEHEAD
Ben
Murray-Callow
the
traveling about the county.
ay County
of today comparing qualifiesThe Americans have made it
Het.
Howard said he talked with
tie" of five Pietali monkeys Civil Defense Rescue Squad.
clear they are prepared to play
The new truck will be on disan agent from Christian Coun- SAIGON (UPI) — The comwhich have been in training for
Light combat was reported the waiting game.
ty who said the farmers there mander of U.S. Green Berets in
(weeks for the flight. They plan. play on the court square in time
"We are ready to stay here
would be unable to plow until the Central Highlands said to- throughout the remainder o f
sod to pick a mace flier and a for the final meeting of the fisuntil the chairs are worn out,"
Vietnamese
North
had
the
day
South
Vietnam,
with
the
Viet
year
cal
for
Calloway
the
Counbackup late in the day.
Saturday.
chief American delegate Henry
A crop of soybeans just ever accomplished "nothing, nothing, Cong and North Vietnamese Cabot Lodge
At the end of the long space ty Fiscal Court. At that time,
said recently.
Rev.
Wayne
Lamb
nothing"
their
en-day
in
52
will
shethng
be
they
nine
towns and camps
rids, the monkey will be as- Rescue Chief Bdwin Jennings
the Calloway line into Marshall
Lodge said after Thursday's
guest speaker it the Coles
tematically blasted out of orbit reports, the squad hopes to conCounty was reported being dam- circlement of his men's camp at overnight. Two civilians were sessions "I
regret to state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UN — The Camp Ground United Methodist aged by
killed in Phu Hoe 18 miles
and lowered by parachute for vince the court that it should
crab grass and weeds., Ben Het.
could discern no Willingness to
make its first contribution to Court of Appeals today elimi- Church on Sunday, Jane 39, at but said this was because it was "The enemy is paying a tre- northwest of Saigon in o n e
a safe recovery.
negotiate on their, the Communated a barrier ta new school 9:43 am.
the CD unit.
not sprayed with chemicals to mendous price," U. Col. And- shelling.
nists' part."
The
construction
guest
by
minister
JacksonMarquis,
ruling
rew
of
43,
is
that
district
7
Nearly $10,000 is still to be
keep this growth down.
per cent is the legal limit on superintendent of the Paris Disville, Fla., told UPI correspondraised to pay for the truck and
trict
of
interest
the
rates
for a Bowling
Methodist Church,
ent David Lamb in Kontum, a
money is also needed for housa position he assumed two
highlands provincial capital.
ing, maintenance, and insur- Green school bond issue.
Voles/ Prelle la•••••••I•aol
weeks ago.
The
previous
"We're whittling him down
interpretation
in
ance.
legal circles of a 6 per cent
Sunday School will be at 15:45
with Ms and air strikes. The
Rescue squad members will
camp is not in danger of fallPartly cloudy, hot and humid meet Sunday afternoon to be- limit had stalled bond sales a.m. which will follow the
ing. The enemy has not accomtoday through Saturday with lo- gin training on the new truck. and construction in at least morning worship services.
Chief
of
Police James B
four school districts this year. Everyone is invited to attend
cal showers mostly west. Went. • •
rendered the fonowing report plished one thing at Ben Het—
The districts—howling Green, these services.
today In the low 901. Low toto the City Cooed/ last night nothing, nothing, nothing." MarLeslie County, Hart County arid
night in the 7es.
covering the period of Juni 3 quis said.
Benton—were unable to get a
The B52s Marquis mentioned
to June 35.
bid of 6 per cent or less beswept in six times Thursday
FIVII-DAY PORICAST
Reckless
driving
11
citations;
cause of soaring interest rates
a LOUISVILLE Ky. (UPI) —
disregarding stop sign 2; doe bit- and today and dumped 540 tons
in the current money market.
?he five-day Kentucky weather
A swim party will be held
ting a two year *id 1; motor- of bombs on suspected North
The high• court held that a
The annual homecoming will cycle
outleek, Saturday through Wed- at the Oaks Country Club on
driver with no behest 1; Vietnamese positions all around
statute
passed by the 1968 Leg- be held at the Mason's Chapel improper
Monday, June 30, from three
nesday
registration 1; speed- the camp.
A total of 127 artillery, rocket
Temperatures will average 2 to six p m. for the young people islature setting a 7 per cent United Methodist Church en ing 3; DWI 5; Begun pollee 1;
limit on "public projects" was Sunday, June 29, with Rev. 0.
is I degrees above the !Ionian in the tenth, eleventh, and twelpublic drunks 111; endow vio- and mortar rounds slammed inapplicable to the school bonds. A. Marrs of Martin, Tenn., as
to the fortreu Thursday from
fth grade age group.
lates, 3.
1111-89 highs and 63-71 lows.
It also held that the statute the speaker at the morning
Communist guns in the surEach member may invite one
Randall is expected to total
Contribution to Hie
takes
precedence over anotner worship sere at II A.m.
granny of a minor 1; ddianse rounding hills, wounding three
op to an inch as afternoon ind non-member guest. Each one Law,
passed on the same day
Lunch will be served at the In
Americans end two of their
evening showers tbriughosat the is to bring a sack lunch and
in 1968, which raised the limit noon hour. During the after- 1; public II; disordesiy esisinct South Vietnamese helpers.
drinks will be furnished.
no operator's Brame
period.
no
to 6% per cent on rartain types noon singing will be held featWith no ground attacks acity automobile stickw 2; breakof bonds.
uring the Key Quartet and ether ing and
',June Rainfall
7"
mitering 3; automobile gainst the camp or its two out"It is not ours to reason why singers
accidents 111; improper parking posts since early in the week,
3.5"
Norm for June
It was not combined In one act, The public is cordially
U.S. commanders said the presinvited tickets 15.
Rainfall June 1951 .. 7 M"
but to decide by the language to attend.
sure had eased and pulled out
Rainfall June 1057 .. 701"
800 South Vietnamese infantryTwilight golf will be held at used in the acts what was done
Rainfall June 1960 . 7.57"
by the General Assembly," the
men who had arrived Wednesthe Oaks Country Club on
Rainfall Jane 24 192$ 430'
court's
FREI
unanimous decision said.
PUPPY
osy after four days of heavy
Sunday, June 29, at 5 30 p. m
Temp. June 26,
fighting to clear a road into
Following golf a potluck sup1011 degrees
1913
the camp.
per will be served.
Two
Temp.'June 1,
miner
traffic
accidents
One part Beagle puppy, male,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Thomas
19MI
39 degrees
occurred on Thursday in the The evacuation of those resix weeks old. He will make a city
are the golf hosts.
limits of Murray. The Mur- inforcements left The camp's
perfect pet. If interested call ray
LAKII DATA
Barney Barrow and the VicPolice
Department was call- triginsi defense force — 12
5523.
GRIMM, PIRO
ed to the scenes, but no, accid- Green Berets, about 180 AmeriKentucky Like: 7 a.m. 309.0,
tory Quartet of Granite City, 438:
ent reports were flied by the can artillerymen and about 450
sing at the United Penup 0.4; Below dam 304.9, up
South Vietnamese mercenaries,
The Murray Fire Department tecostal Church at Hardin on
officers.
1.2.
ON" CITED
The Am accident weltered hill tribesmen who fight for pay
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 11/8.1, was called to the home of James Sunday. June 29, at two p.m.
on No" 4th Street-by Hendon's and can quit when they want
U! 5.4; Below dam 311.7, a Bromley. I. North 2nd Street, Barrow. formerly of Calloway
WOUNDED AT ,UN Mt A. wounded South Vietnamese sotOfficials would not say where
yesterday at six p.m. The flames County, is the brother of Mrs. One person was cited by the Service Station at 11:58 &.a.,
4.2.
crier is tarried into a special forces camp at Ben-_Het;ftenth
South
the
Vietnamese
troops
were from grease on the Mane Anna Porter of Murray. Ths Murray Ponce Department on land the second occurred on
• Sunrise 5:39 a m.; *UK St
Vietnam, durin* heavy fighting. North Vietnamese gunand the fire was out on arrival public is invited to attend the Thursday The citation was for Broad Street Extended at 11-32 had gone for security reasons,
p
Moon set 251
ners encircled the Green Beret camp and rained
artillery
although it was likely they were
,
of the firemen.
singing.
net having a city auto sticker p m.
and mortar shells into it.
iltept nearby in case the Corn-
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For Apollo 11
Starts Today
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Booby Trap for
Debtors

Applying for a pefsonal loan.
George was asked to write down
all of his outstanding debts. Afraid
he might not get the loam. he fisted
a total of only S1,500--eaten
though be actually owed more thee
$3,500.
Not long afterward, as burden
tansciPtioN awns By Carrier In MulTaY. Per week 350- Pir
Month slat. In Calloway and adjoining counties. per year. Witt of debt became so heavy that ha
Zoom 1 et 2. $13.00. Nisewbere MAO. All service mhscriptions MAR went into bankruptcy. • This did
wipe out much of his indeNedriess.
But to his dismay, he found that
-The Owistiodhee Clete Asset el a Centeamity is the
bankruptcy did not wipe out his
bilegrity ci Sic Neweempee
obligation to repay the loan—because he had gotten the money- by
FRIDAY — JUNE 27. 1969
giving a false financial statement

Today's Business

Giant Auto Muncher
Provides Solution
To Junker Problem
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towed away. N started
than. Cars were abandoned
on streets and perking lots
all over the country.
be 1968, the HoustonbusdProler Steel Corp.
tisosisped itsgrindenIt
joined with Hugo Neu
Corp. and exporting firm
based in New York. to sell
the auto-eater's product
abroad elate U.S. steel
OMB_ areklithall the cheap
or blind arm instal
Tbsa .s Prot& proms,
width previdet sorb' Pull
sled &yaks. hit It big because of a technological
eleauee. Oxygen furnaces
became the big thing in
steel mills. They needed
virkillly pure steel. So Proles could command $33 per
Ton compared to the SIO a
ton tor hale material.

ITS auto-eater's food
comes from throughout
California by train and
truck. Minus engines, Mil
and tires, cars are dropped
by a crane onto a conveyor
belt carrying them into the
THE PROBLIBI of disgrinders
maw. Cutting
posing of unwanted cars
tools:chernicale, and powS ecame acute in the late
erful magnets reduce the
1960s wbesilee price of
car and sort out impurities.
auto scrap aselal declined
25 to 30 per cent of which
sharply, aece::
0=
6
is dirt.
Richard Neu, vice
"We a r e probably the
of the firm. Whoa tilt
largest producer of dirt in
pored most
'
,
reckon could
the area besides the city."
no longer mind* emesaid Neu. But even the dirt
pr ess cars into bales ad
is utilized, Two-hundred-fifWI theme 10 steel mil* As ty to 400aons
are sold daily
• meek, car owners cold
not see their derelicts to es landfill.
Sallee there is no
Junkyards. Instead, they
ind to pay to have ems lad system to, bring aetos
to the grinder. Neu's firm
works hard to keep the
supply coming
IN JUST IS MINUTES
TO SUPPLEMENT the irIF YOU HAVE TO
regular supply from small
SCRATCH YOUR ITCH.
Year 45. back at axy drug stet*.
dottier* and normal pickQuick -&Ting ITCH-ME•N OT deadups, the company has set
was tlatt itch. Auctisotti. tittitt., kale
ramps Se speed lasaltag. its, for ocup five car-flattening cenatm& iiisact Wt.*, loot u.k. otts*
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Quotes From The News

Keys Keel

Bible Thoughtfor Today

URRAY DRIYE-IN THEATRE

"If Detective
Madigan kept
.his eyes on the
killer instead of
the broad

Almanac

• .1/SAL 09f'ANIS on

HEADQUART
Phone 753-0081

ICHARD WIDMARK HENRY FONDA INGER STEVE
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ELVIS'69
"The trouble with girls"
(and how to get into it)
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SUN. MON. TUE. WED.

MOTS lir
The PAirisch Production Company
Frvents

Features at:
2:00, 7:30 & 11:411
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first
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KING KONG
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PLEASE NOTE!! . . .
"Where Eagles Dire"
originally scheduled to
start Wednesday has
been cancelled and will
ba issseheduisi
$
Islar date.

OINK 04Odi•

"'MADIGAN"

YARROW.
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P11110111thetlittellIll
..../1111S

This pile of wrecked auto chassis will pros ide a good meal for the giant
car-ester used by a *s Angeles scrap metal firm to help solie the problem of
what ti de with unwanted ears.
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Piece to do Business
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SERVICE STATION
& TIRE CENTER
•

Because PCA Is a
Complete Credit Servloel

MONEY

ARMEN'
121EATTIle
_ FAME>
JIALTWILINA3V

,t4

is a Good

Murray Loan Co.

Here are the car bodies after the ear eater has finished with them. The
machine gobbles up 1400 autos a day. chewing them kilts hand - sued metal
chunks which can be eonserted into usable steel.
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Iieaters. The firm deals ni
other types of *dal debris,
ranging from maims say
tonuags to beer kags. 1st
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Mary Michael Brown, 19, dau- • Bias-belted Construction Polyester and
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. J. la BroFiberglass Cord • Premium Mileage
wn, Taylorsville, Kentucky, will
•
Xtra Wide Tread (Series 78) • Quiet Ride
compete with girls from 29 other
states in Chicago, June 98-Ju1y 1
FRANKFORT, KV:- "All men er been denied anything, but it's for
Price
the title of American Dairy
are, by nature, free and equal, not against the law to advise a Princess,
CL36
F 71-14 $24.95
sad lave certain inherent and man be ought to go to work."
The winner will be announced
$2.44
rights,
among which It turned out that Miller also at a coronation ceremony July 1.
hatillbable
G-711-14 $23.95
may be reckoned ..,
was asking - some said order- She will receive a cash scholarOVER
FIT
H-711-14 $27.95
TO
"The right if assembling lo. ing - persons to sign the Cap- ship and will represent the dairy SIZES
TIRES
IA00
COMPACT
gether in a peaceable manner itol's guest register before they farmer members of the Ameri$2.30 IN STOCK
P-711-13 $24.95
for Melia common good, and of could proceed to the restrooms can Dairy Association as a goodTO
$241
15-75--15 $25.115
applying to those invested with or elsewhere.
will ambeasadress bar the peat
the power of government for
CADILLAC
Mrs. O'Hara , an assistant year.
12.77
51-71—IS $27.95
redress of grievances or other to the public information commEach of the competitors isa
62.00
proper purposes, by petition, issioner and in charge of the Cap- completing a year's reign as her
-1-711-15 $211.95
address or remonstrance."
itol reception desk, said later. state's dairy princess, ContestPlus Federal Tax
That is one of the guarantees "They got the same treatmeat ants are between 16-25 and
have
In section one of the Constitution that everybody gets. Everybody at least a high school diploma
of Kentucky - and, with minor that comes in that door is asked In addition to a dairy farm backexceptions, its dictates were ob- to sign the register."
ground. Major judging points in
Phone 753-2720
Highway 641 North
served at the welters rights "Don't you think it was a tbe national contest are: healthy,
"p
cap
uibtoi
lic hearingsteps.' Friday on the good thing to have them sign?" natural attractiveness; maturity;
Mrs. O'Hara said. "It made them voice quality and speaking abilGoy, Louie B. Nunn disagreed feel welcome. If we hadn't done ity; and personality and poise.
with the group's coming, but he It, they would have said we were
Miss Brown is a junior majorupheld their right to be heard. discriminating against him." - ing in English and Public Speak"I don't feel they can accom- Ask for Miller, Mrs. O'Hara ing this year at the University of
Bankruptcy discharges most of plish any useful purpose by meetsaid, "Mr. Miller was talking Kentucky. She was very active
a person's debts. But it does not
get rid of a debt incurred through ing heLe," Nunn said. "However for himself when he said some- In 4-H Club work winning many
thing to them about getting a honors including county chamfraud. Thus, by deceiving the lend- they're certainly welcome."
"I feel that any time the people job. I agree with him thorough- pion in foods and general deer. the debtor may he setting a
want to orderly make their voices ly, but I didn't make it known". monstrations, and participation
booby trap for himself.
On the other hand, the law also heard, that is the proper way to
Judging from other feelings in the talent, style revue and
recognizes that the loan company do it," Nunn said. "But I have expressed privately on both sid- speech contests.
itself may be at fault. Some lenders little time or patience for those es, things could have been worse. Mikie lives on a
417 acre farm
actually encourage the debtor to who come in any other way." Fortunately, tolerance prevailed
in Spencer County. She has been
make a false financial statement,
To accommodate the group, and the group departed in peace, promoting the dairy inclustry•in
so they can keep a grip on him the state set up a public address their right of assembly
essen- Kentucky for several years.
in ease he goes bankrupt. Take system and tables to handle in- tially
intact.
this case:
•
A man filling out a loan appli- dividual welfare case complaints
cation paused when he came to and state job applications.
the space where he was supposed . The welfare rights group asseto list all of his obligations. Re- mbled peaceably and spoke in
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
relatively moderate terms.
assuringly, the manager said:
Some criticized Nunn - for
"lust put down one or two.
This all we need."
"hypocrisy" among other things'
This marl too went bankrupt but stronger terms are applied
Thst mans you need only look *RCA for
some tiAte afterward. And the loan to governors on the House and NEW YORK - Arthur J. Goldberg in a letter to California Gov.
your short and Intermediate-term credit needs—
company insisted the loan Was not Senate floors when the legislae Ronald Reagan regarding %Ilan B. Sirban:
no matter what they are. Through such careful,
"There is an increasing body of legal opinion supporting the
wiped out by the bankruptcy "be- tare meets.
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS.
view that the imposition of the death penalty .... is prescribed by
cause be gave us a false financial
BUDGETED LOANS, UVESTOCK AND
The only real unpleasantness
statement."
the Eighth Amendment to the U. S. Constitution as 'cruel and unPOULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
When
occurred
righthe
welfare
But this time the court ruled
usual punishment.'"
LOANS— PCA can provide you with the credit tools
that the debt was indeed cancelled, ts members went inside the Caphe do the job beet—whatever It is.
itol's
front
door.
blaming the company's manager
SAIGON - Lt. Col. Andrew Marquis describing fighting at B
In eddition, you hem the advantage of conaitatios
complaint
for inducing the debtor to fill out
the Central Highlands:
made
dverliet
first
The
with molds* in both credit an farming
the microphone was that use of „ in
the form that way.
mho all help you awe money by joint-planning
The enemy is paying a tremendous price."
Furthermore, a loartcompany the Capitol restrooms was being
OA how &and costs IsvA This is one blitr
iessz
ar a
cannot point the finger at false denied.
!CA 111 A 000D PLACE TO OC!
Dayan addressing frontier
Moshe
Defense
ISRAEL
Minister
information if it -did act in feet
The complaint was traced to
tell on that iplormstiow_in mak- Jay Blevins of Floyd Comty, settlers:
..besitate to ask the government to call in reservists
, mg the loan.
who said of the Capitol guard, "I will not
In one rase. a COMpady gave a l "He said I wasn't stmposed to to fill defense requirements and to train for the possibilities of
man a loss even though it knew
a new war."
•
."
PRODUCTION
—from data in its own files—that be
CREDIT
guard,
Miller
Simpson
The
ASSOCIATION
of
he was in worse shape than he
Newport Beach Director Gerry Nevins who
306 N 4th Pb 753-5602
Frankfort, said, "Nobody's nev- NEWPORT, R. I.
admitted on the application.
asked if residents can help themselves to the billions of climes
Again, a court decided the debt
which have cluttered the resort beach:
to the loan company was cancel"We're giving clams away gladly."
led by bankruptcy—despite the
port about one million tons
debtor's false financial statement.
of well-digested automoThe judge said the company
biles annually to Japan and
could not fairly complain about
Europe.
de-motion if if wasn't really deIronically. much of this
ceived at all
•
SATURDAY
DA
steel
As Americas Sae Associative,- U. S. incomes back to the
He shall make amends for the harm that he has done. — Leviticus
the
form
of oneMe service feature by Will Denned. million
5:16.
foreign car imports.
There is no other way to enjoy a clear conscience. Be careful that
The production wheel
fore gettidg there. they are
you do no wrong that you cannot undo.
keeps spinning, and the
flattened to about onegrinder keeps grindquarter size for economical
ward Gibbon, completed tba
ing .
. often the same
transportation
steel * has ground down
writing _ of "The Decline and
The terminal island operbefore. Luckily it does, or
Fall of the Roman Empire."
ition, along with two other
the U.S. would soon be
In 1893, a major economic deey United Press totionsatienal
Hugo Neu-Proler plants in
buried in unwanted a u t °Today is Friday, June 27, the pression began as prices on the
Boston and New York. exmobiles
178th day of 1969 with 187 to New York Stock Exchange colfollow.
lapsed.
The moon is befween the first
In 193P, President Truman orquarter and new phase.
dered U.S. Naval and Air ForcThe morning stars are ?der- es to help repel the North Koair.•
rean invasion of South Korea.
eery, Venus and Saturn.
In 1960, more than 100 perThe evening stars are Mars
eons were kilted when a tyand Jupiter.
phoon struck Luzon in the
On this day in history:
In 1787, English historian, Ed- Philippines.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVM: WALLACE WWI= 00. 110
Mew York. N.Y.
Medians Ave. Ilecapho. Tenn.; Time I UM
emphysema Mds.. Detroit.. WebIntend at lb* Post Office, Murray, Nestmay. ter trenentleelon as
second Asia Matter
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State Dairy
Princess In
Competition

Li ,iigston V. Taylor

JANNE C. WILLIAMS. PERIL1111101/1

LOS ANGELIS (UPI): At
last coast 40-miRion derehct automobiles were resting away orsod appal(
the U.& lasdscape_ Seven
milks "cluster it" are
bring sidled each yew.
A las Assam asap me&
al fins hes come up wilk
partial mower he. beer
America can keep fee=
being buried ie abeellened
cars. k has a car -eater
which gobbles up 1400 an
tomobiles sock day. It
chews one Ins few monde
snto handaized add
chunks which as be cow
vested *to mahleateeL
This pest sae
diap•saL eased by
Hugo Neu-Proler Ca., is bested at Terminal Island
end it aim aft was
machines. slows and water
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Baseball Standings

National Leegtio
Bast
W. L Pet.
Chicago
46 25 .648
New York 38 90 .559
Pitts.
98 96 .500
St. Louis
34 37 .479
Phila.
za 30 418
Montreal
20 48 .201

HAWK

•

Ss

TIMIS

?AGE TH
7

6:30 p. in.
Pittsburgh, Blass 7-4 at New
GB York, Kowa:nen 5-4, 8 P. in
Philadelphia, Fryman 6-4 at
—
6% Montreal, Rank* 0-0, 8 p.
10% Atlanta, Jarvis 84 at Hon12 son, Lemaster 7-7, 9 p.
Los Angeles, Sutton 114 at
16
243 San Diego, Podres 54, 11 p. in.
West
Saturday's Games
Pitts at New York, night
W. L. Pd. GE Philadelphia at Monteral
Los Ana.
41 20 .594 — St. Louis at Chicago
Atlanta
41 29 .5813 % Atlanta at Houston, night
Cincinnati 35 90 338 4
San Fran at Cincinnati, night
San Fran. 37 33 329 4%
LOS Ang at San Diego, night
Houston
38 36 .514 6%
San Diego 26 49 .347 18
Amerkan League
.11
Thursdays Results
East
Cchicago 7 Pitta 5, 10 inns.
W. L. Pct. GS
Phila 2 New York 0
Baltimore
52 20 .722
Montreal 8 St. Louis 8
Boston
42 28 .800 9
Los Angeles 3 Atlanta 0
Detroit
38 22 .587 11%
San Fran 4, Cineinnati 2
Wash.
35 38 .479 17%
Only games scheduled
New York 35 39 .473 18
Today's Probable Pitchers
Clevel.
98 43 .377 24%
All Times (EDT)
west
W. L Pd. GE
St. Louis, Carlton 7-5 at ChiMina.
39 90 .565
cago, Holtzman 10-1, 2:30 p.
37 29 .561
San Francisco, Marichal 9-2 Oakland
32 37 .464 7
and Robertson 1-1 at Cincinna- Seattle
30 37 .448 8
ti, Merritt 7-3 and Arrigo 0-0, 2, Chicago
Kansas City 27 42 .985 12
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d a talk with the doctor.
By MILTON RICHMAN
appeared heartbroken Quarry
WIMBLEDON, England UPI UPI Sports Writer
and only a few minutes later
Today Bob Lutz and Arthur Asks
wait on the others to catch up.
NEW YORK UPI-JerryQuarry when he talked to the press he
unwittingly revealed how vital
The two Americans advanced came to prove a point.
had been for him to prove his
it
the fourth round of the $80,080
He proved it. He proved it to
point.
All England tennis championshi- himself, he proved it to Joe
ps Thursday, while the rest of Frazier, and he proved it to "I didn't win the fight but L
the field finished up third round 16,570 assorted boxing fans at sure as hell can say I tried," he
doubling homer Gus Gil from
mumbled, "and the first man who
matches.
Madison Square Garden.
second, before Davis greeted
comes to me and says I won't get
A
total
of
seven
All
Americtn
did
it
was
cost
him
the
Wilbur Wood with his game-winnin the ring and fight can come
men were left and 11 U. S. women fight.
By JOE CARNICELLI
ing hit to score pinch-runner
and
see me because I still got
were
still
in
contention
People laughed at him when
for the
UPI Sports Writer
Kennedy.
some left in me."
ladies' singles title.
he
was
beaten
Jimmy
by
Ellis
AURORA, Ohio UPI - That vicOkay, so Jerry Quarry proved'
Reggie Jackson calls hitting
tory purse in the U. S; Open has Lutz, a 21-year-old Davis Cie)p- • a year ago. They saidQuarry had his point, He ion the battle and
er
from
Los
Angeles
backed
away
,
played
from
most
Ellis for
60 home runs "an insurmountainjected new confidence into the
spectacular tennis in defeating of the fight, which he had, and lost the war. Even Ellis could
ble feat." Then he goes and blasunorthodox, crosshanded putting
see that from where he was
fourth-seeded Ken Rosewall of they said he was no more
ts another.
game of Orville Moody.
sitting.
Australia, 8-6, 7-9, 6-3, 6-2.
legitimate
heavyweigh
Jackson hit his 28th homer of
content
That was the analysis of the
der for the title than Dustin "He didn't fight his tight,"
By PETE ALFAHO
the season in the first inning
former Army sergeant himself,
said Ellis, who won the VOA_
But
were
Pirates
Ashe,
seeded fifth and Hoffman.
The Pittsburgh
Thursday night as the Oakland
as he discussed his three-underMaybe something like that do- title by beating Quarry a year.
Athletics scored a 3-2 victory in a pennant race—that is until par 67 first round in the $110,000 playing far below the form that
ago. "He took the first round
over the Kansas City Royals. they visited the uhiendIY con- Cleveland Open at Aurora Coun- won him the U. S. Open last esn't mean much to you, but it
and looked good. I think he sbou-..
Field."
Wrigley
year,
fines
of
had
to
means
go
five
a great deal to Jerry
sets and
The homer left the young sluggtry Club.
The Pirates, who came into
scramble to defeat British Davis Quarry. It got under his skin ld've gone back to his old style
er 13 games ahead of Babe Ruth's
Moody went into today's second
the
trailing
Copper Graham Stilwell, 6-2,1-6, hearing it all of the time so Start movin' more and makin"
1927 pace for 60 and eight ahead Chicago Monday
Frazier miss more. Don't just
Eastern Division leaders by 8% round tied for first place with 6-2, 13-15, 12-10.
that when he climbed back into
of Roger Marts' 1961 pace.
Charles Coody at Abilene, Tex.,
sit there and let the guy hit you.'
another
hoping
games
for
and
Veteran
Pancho
Ted Kubiak singled and JackGonzalez led die ring Monday night in his
and Jerry McGee, of Leesburg,
the other live Americans to sur- eye-popping red mini robe with all night. This is what brought
son homered off Roger Nelson four-game sweep over the Pa.
Thursslumping
Cubs,
town
lett
vive the second round with an white piping he was looking to about the cut under his eye ands,.
AWARD TO HARMON
to give Oakland a 2.-0 lead. Mike
Calif.
23 44 .343 15
got his nose all busted up."1
day 10% games out thanks to One stroke behind the three easy three set victory over
Fiore
reached
Ove demolish Frazier all right but he
base or an error
Thursdays Results
Quarry, who comes from Bell."
a two-run hoarier by Jim Hick- leaders, with 68s, were Bob Sto- Bengsston of Sweden, 6-4,
was
looking to prove his point
and Bob Oliver tripled in the
6-3,
Boston 4 Cleve 3, 10 inns.
flower,
the 10th inning which ne of Independence, Mo., George 6-3.
man
in
Calif., looked as if someeven more.
CINCINNATI UPI - The 1969 Oakland 3 Kamm CH!, 2
first to cut the lead to 2-1 and
Hixon of Tulsa, Okla., and Cesar
gave Chicago a 74 victory.
body had crushed all his
Stan Smith, thel6th seeciedfrom
Fred Hutchinson Award for ser- Minn. 7 California 4
He'd
Pat Kelly homered in the
show'em
all
who
those
Billy Williams 9, Rudolph 13 Sanudo of San Diego.
defeated Britain's knocked him, Frazier and even when the bout was ended,.
to tie theitOrS.
vice to sports and to the comm- New York 6 Detroit 0
*
There were I? golfers bunched Pasadena,
Ron Santo 14 also hammed
David
Lloyd,
6-3, 7-5, 6-1. Other Ellis sitting there at ringside- Frazier, on the ether hand,
unity VMS bestowed
In the seventh,
Campao. for the Cubs while Willie Star- at 69, 12 and 70 and 17 at 71, leavon Pat Seattle 3 Chicago 2
eris singled, moved to second go/1 2 and Roberto Clemente 10 ing the field for the $22,000 first American men to advance were whether he was a legitimate con- had plenty of starch left in his
Harmon, sports editor of the
Only games scheduled
collar.
Tom Edlefsen of Fort Walton tender or not.
on a sacrifice and scored the Connected for Pittsburgh.
Teday's Probable Pitchers
Cincinnati Post and Times-Star
prize money wide open.
The moment after the official
Beach,
Fla.,
Earl
Jerry
Buchholz
All
Quarry
eventual
Times
of
winning
never
run on Danny
(EDT)
Thursday.
took a announcem
Elsewhere San Francisco de- "It's easier to putt boldly when
ent was made by John- .,
St.
Louis,
Mo.,
Dennis
and
Ral- backward step all night but by
Seattle, Pattin 74 and • Mar- Cater's double. Chuck Dobson feated Cincinnati, 4-2; Los An- you have a little money,"
The official presentation will
Moody ston
the 15th seed from Baker- the end of seven rounds his face ny Addle, Frazier looked straigDe made here Saturday night. shall 3-9 at California, Brunet recorded his fourth consecutive geles topped Atlanta, 9-0, Phil- said. "I made every
birdie putt
looked like a rare hamburger ht at Ellis, who was standing up
Sportscaster Waite Hoy and Cin- 3-6 and Washburn 0-1, 2,9 p. victory for the A's.
adelphia blanked New York 2-0, I tried except for a couple of real sfield, Calif.
Clark
Graebner
of
without the onions' and despite by now, and shouted at him:
New
York,
cinnati Manager Dave Bristol
and Montreal outsingged St. long ones, and I didn't fall short
Chicago,
seeded
seventh,
Wynn
3-0 at Oak- ,
won his second his plea to let him fight "just "You're next"
t
Goes 10 Innings
previously were honored with
Louis, 8-6, in the only other of the hole once."
round match on Wednesday.
one more round" Dr. A. Harry
the award named for the late land, Odom 9-3, 11:30 p. m.
games scheduled.
Ellis , seeing dollar signs in
All
three
leaders
said
narrthe
Minnesota, Woodson 4-3 at
Kleinman ended the contest.
Elsewhere, Boston edged CleBob Bolin helped his own ow fairways, threacherous roumanager of the 1961 National
front of his eyes , ate up the
Kansas Ci.ty, Drago 3-7, 9 p. in. veland, 4-3, in 10 innings, Minn- cause with a two-run homer and
• League champion Reds.
stop it!" Qua- sudden challenge.
New York, Burbach 4-4 at esota downed California, 7-4, Bobby Bonds had three hits in- ghs, and tricky greens at Aurora
Try
shouted,
leaping
from his "You couldn't beat me," he
hole.
could
turn up a whole new set
He had to settle for a 69.
Cleveland, McDowell 9-8, 7:45 New York whipped Detroit
6-0 cluding his 10th home run of of front runners today.
Also at 69 were Charley Siff- stool toward the center of the shouted back climbing into the
p.
and in the only other scheduled the season as San Francisco
NAPOLES IN SHAPE
Arnold Palmer and Jack Nick- ori and Gardner Dickinson, winn- ring when Arthur Mercante, the ring as Frazier's handlers pulled
Detroit, Wilson 8-8 at Balti- game, Seattle
nipped Chicago, stopped Cincinnati.
laus
both had their problems er of the Cleveland Open when it referee, signified it was all over. their man back.
more, McNally 10-0, 8 p.
Bolin, who even his record
Mercante shook his head sym- Frazier started it all but he
3-2.
with
the course. Palmer, who was played at Aurora two years
Boston, Landis 3-1 at WashIn National League play, Phil- at 4-4, needed ninth inning re- shot a course
pathetically but wasn't about to had the perfect match in Ellis,
MEXICO CITY UPI - Jose Nap- ington, Moore 6-2, 8 p. in.
record
breaking
ago.
adelphia blanked New York 2-0, lief help from Frank Linzy, 64 in the pro-am
oles said today he is in top shape
Dave Stockton, last year's Cle- change his mind. Not after having who knows how to shoot back
.Wednesday,
Saturdays Games
Montreal outslugged St. Louis, who retired pinch-hitter Fred skied to a 74 Thursday.
himseli.
for the Sunday defense of his Chicago at Oakland
veland
Open winner, and Dale,
Nicklaus
8-6, Chicago downed Pittsburgh Whitfield with two ond two had a 73.
world welterweight boxing title Seattle at Calif., night
Douglass winner of the Kemper
out
preserve
to
victory.
the
7-5, in 10 innings, Los Angeles
against Curtis Cokes of Dallas. Minnesota at Kan. City
Bruce CrarnptOtt, who hails last week, both had 70s, while
"The Best In Service ... Beet et' Gasellnef
Grant Jackson hurled
fourt tram
shut out Atlanta, 3-0, and San
4
14 Napoles, a Cuban living in Mex- New York at Cleveland
from Sydney; Australia, and pla- Lee Trevino and Gene Littler,
hitter
and
struck
out
as
10
the
Francisco beat Cincinnati, 4-2.
ico, took the championship from Detroit at Baltimore
the
ys
out
leading
Of
Grand
Bahama
money
winner
Island,
this
Phil.; beat New York and dropThe AL's "other
Reggie" ped the
Cokes in Los Angeles April 18. Houston at Chicago
Mets 6% games behind was four under par until a shot year had a 71. •
Reggie Smith, singled in Dick
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
Julius Boros, like Palmer,had
the front-running Cubs in the went out of bounds and cost him
Schofield with one out in the NL East.
Max MeCaistan • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
a triple bogey seven on the 13th a 74.
10th inning- to give the Red Sox
Larry Mole, who singled and
their triumph over the Indians. doubled, scored
both Phillies'
Schofield doubled and one out runs, one coming on
Rick Jolater, Carl Yastrzemski walked seph's single and the other on
and Smith followed with his game. a double by Johnny Briggs.
winning hit..
Hurls Three-Hit Relief
Vicento Romo pitched five innBob Bailey hammered a twoings of one-hit relief to gain his run homer and Coco Laboy and
19611 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. All power and
third victory against four losses. pitcher Howie Reed added solo
air, vinyl roof and leather trim.
Rich Reese singled to drive blasts as the Expos beat the
in the deciding run as the Twins Cardinals behind Dan McGinn,
rallied for four runs in the eighth who hurled three-hit relief over
1967 PLYMOUTH Fury III 2-Door Hard top,
„elnning to defeat the Angeles and the final 6 2-3 innings.
Double power, low mileage. Sharp!
Joe Torre's three-run homer
remain in first place, a halfgame ahead of Oakland in the chased Reed in the third inning
1967 PONTIAC Catalina 4-Door. Double Power.
and McGinn came on to pick
Western Division.
up his third victory in 10 deci1966 BUICK RIveria. Power dvair, custom trim.
ons.
Doubles Tie Score
Nelson Briles, who was touch1966 OLDSMOBILE 98 2-Door Hardtop. Power
The Angeles led, 4-3, when ed for seven hits and six runs
and air, vinyl roof.
Cesar Tovar and Tony Oliva in three innings, suffered his
lashed back-to-back doubles to sixth defeat in 12 decisions.
ro
Willie Davis drove in two runs
tie the score and Reese followed
1965 B
Sleet= 2-Dr. Hardie,. Power and
with a homer and fielder's chowith
his
single.
Hoy
Wilhelm
air.
ice ahd Bill Singer, with relief
relieved and allowed two more
help from Jim Brewer in the
runs, one on a passed ball.
ninth, won his ninth game as
1965 CHEVROLET Impale 2-Dr. Hardtop. PowOliva and Harmon Killebrew the
Dodgers topped the Braves
er and air.
each drove In two runs for the and
moved a half-game in front
Twins.
in the Western Division.
1964 CADILLAC 62 Sedan. Power and air.
Joe Pepitone's three-run douBrewer came on with one out
ble climaxed a five-run second and 2-0 count on
Tony GonzalezInning and Mel Stottlemyrepitch- as Singer succumbed fo
1962 CHEVROLET 4-Door. 6-cylinder, straight
the 94ed a four-hitter as the Yankees degree heat. He retired GonStick.
drubbed the Tigers. With one zalez and Hank Aaron to
post
out, Gene Michael and Jake Gib- his 11th save of the season.
1962 CADILLAN Sedan' DeVWe. Double pow
bs singled and Joe Sparma walked Stottlemyre. Horace Clarke
walked, forcing in a run and a
ROYALS SIGN FIVE
second scored on Jerry Kenney's
for ceout.
Kenney stole second and Bobby
KANSAS CITY UPI - The KanMurcer walked before Pepitone
greeted reliever John Hiller with sas City Royals signed five free
agent draft choices Thursday and
his base - clearing double.
Tommy Davis' two-out, pinch- immediately sent them to minor
Authorized Dealers for
hit single scored John Kennedy league affiliates.
Dispatched to Kingsport, Tewith the winning run as the Pilots rallied for two rues in the nn., were outfielder Keith Marninth to beat the White Sox_ shall, pitcher Kim Giffoni, shortPhone 753-5315
1406 Main Street
Gerry McNertney tied the score, stop Alfred Cowans and catcher
Jim Smith Catcher Jim Pappas
went to Corning, N.Y.
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INGER STEVE

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

D OFENING
INSURANCE Clgazeg

RS-PURDOM

Cadillac - Oldsmobile - Pontiac

NG

THE BIG SWITCH IS "ON"

/Malay JJ,edetatt
753-7921

SCORES THREE

SAVINGS AND LOAN orrice
.td ••••••k

••., 'dna, ••••c.r.00

FOR HIGHER EARNINGS!
WED.

-Mem
Earning"
Passbooks

Certificates

NEW YORK UPI -Jockey Angel
Cordero Jr. booted home three
winners at Belmont Park Thursday. Cordero scored with Honeysuckle Vine $24.80 Ocean Bar
$5.40 and Chateaupavia $4.00.

51/4
7

5

10k

TIME and
TEMPtRATURE
FAT Ott

Earnings

.N1sliZ,41

ireuzih

IAL

June 30
end
December Et
Withdrawable
December 31
(without ouptise)

t-OkkiC1

($10,000
Minimum)

753,633

11 11IPliS NAN 11
nir

See ALLEN ROSE .or BRUCE THOMAS:

h

litial

k

ol,-the

The Grand Opening
Murray Ingurance Agency
in Bel Air Shopping
Center, on South 12th Street, in
Murray, has been set for
Monday and'
Tuesday, June 30th and July 1, 1969.
A special invitation is extend
ed to every person in
Calloway and adjoining
counties to visit their new offices
and to register for a
Portable TV Set, Rod
and Ree.,I(and Deep-Well Cooker
-Fryer, to be given to those
holding winning
tick

Tbe

drawing will be held at the Agency
at 5:15 p.m., July 1, 1969.
You do not
have to be present to win.
In addition to the prizes listed
above, a small gift will be
presented to the first
1600 persons registering during
the tw3 days.
For further information, call
753-4751.
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Miss Deborah Harrell Becomes Bride
Of Rokec Robert Sapla Its Ceremony Al
The Green Plain Church Of Christ

MURRAY, KINTIJOST

, Mrs.J. B.Burkeen .

FRIDAY — IUNE 2'7, 19R9
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Bites from poistinous snakes
accounted for 15 desths in the
United States in 1968.
•• •
The powdered wig came into
fashion in Europe in the 18th
century.

14

bow.1:
Lion.

and May Boaz Simmons.
•• •
•••
Tuesday, July I
Friday, July 4
The Women's Society of
The families .of the late
'Christian service of the First George Coles and Bro. T. G.
Friday, June V
United Methodist Church will Shelton will have a reunion at
A fund raising buffet will be meet at
the church at ten a.m. the Murray City Park. A basket
held by the Swim Team com- with the
executive baard meet- lunch will be spread at the
mittee of the Calloway County ing at 9:15
a.m.
noon hour.
Country Club at six p.m. after
• ••
•• •
the meet with Cape Girardeau. Murray
Assembly No. 19 OrFamily day will be held at
All parents, swim team mem- der of the
Rainbow for Girls the Calloway County Country
bers, and any member of the will
meet at the Masonic Hall Club. A catered dinner will
DEAR ABBY: The Ws signed "TRAPPED," who
be
club are urged to attend. The at seven p.m.
Plans for Grand served at the Club at seven p.m.
discovered than ber heilmed led been
cost is $1.50 per plate.
after 25
Assembly will be completed.
•••
Please make reservations by
years. could We been milieu by my mother, only she and
• ••
July 3 by calling Mr. and Mrs.
The
Harris
Grove
HomemakDad hese base serried eel,Ie yews.
Jimmy Boone 753-5636 or Mr.
ers Club will have a family
Abed three waft age die as* Daily in a situation
sad Mrs. Bob Billington 753*oak at tho QV Perk at 7141- - The Wednesday, July 2
like that Ike says Mew se ho*......I--- of our
Cherry Corner Baptist 1799.
p.
Church WMS will meet at fte
relation. bet sbe
hand Ns eat et lbsir bodirawa and
•••
• ••
church at 7:30 p.m.
wow Dilly slows eellb ow Kale heolher.The
University
Couples
•••
Dad has bawd lion be give Mit anther.chime, but she
Bridge will meet at the Student
The Flint Baptist Church
wet. I am the dist tall but I age ware aselegb to know
Union Building at 7:30 p.m. II
you have not been contacted WMS will meet at the church In Masada,
thet any woman vie is 'TRAPPED" because she can't
at seven p.m.
Dial 106
and wish to play, oall Mrs. Rom
liegise, has trapped herself.
JACKSONVILLE
• ••
Cellar 753-34115 or Mrs. Wally
MANILA (CPI) - Police
DEAR JACKSONVILLE: Yea may be swung, bat yew are
Swan 753-811311.
The regular ladies day lunch- in the Manila metropolitan area
•• •
very wise.
eon will be served at the Oaks have set up a new crime-reCountry Club at 12:15 p.m. Hos- porting system. Residents who
Saturday, June 211
DEAR ABBY: Tell 'Trapped" that the is not alone.
tesses are Mesdames Pauline wish to report a crime or seek
Woman's Missionary Unto* McCoy and Bess Kerlick,
After 18 years of marriage, my husband had his fling. The
police help can dial 106 on
MR. and MRS. ItOKIC ROBERT SAPLA
Day will be held at the Jona- chairman, Bonnie Crouch, Eloise the telephone
next six months were torture. [The only good part of it was
for prompt rethan Creek Baptist Assembly Keel, Mary Humphreys, Lynclia sponse. The
-het 35 pounds. which gave me back the figure I had when we
system covers
The wedding of Miss Debo- tied with yellow and white with registration
at
9:30
am. Cochran, Juana Dodson, Janice Manila, three suburbs and nine
win worried.)
rah Ann Harrell and Rokec Rob- bows.
The luncheon will be $1.25 per Compton, Cathrine King,
Mar- neighboring towns.
ert Sapla was solemnized, on
Ail run te a lawyer. I went to a doctor for my
Weddlne Trip
person.
garet Morton, Linda Crouch,
Saturday, June 7, at the Green
ONSPIK bid we had a long talk. I found out that part of the
Following the wedding the
• ••
Plain Church of Christ.
fatal wee mine. In raising our children, I was so busy being a
couple le.ft for a wedding trip
The New Providence Riding
Dean Crutchfield, minister oil to Mammoth Cave National Club
SW Anther, I had forgotten bow to be a good wife. I also let
will sponsor • WKHA
the
church, performed the tm- Park and Cincinnati, Ohio, with horse show
theddldren get me down, yelled a lot and was irritable and
starting at three
pressive double ring ceremony' the bride wearing a navy blot p.m. at
grumpy much of the time.
the riding pen located
at six-thirty o'clock in the even-1 dress designed with a sleeveless
nine miles southeast of Murray.
I made cm my mind to change. I learned to make up my
ing.
bodice and three tiered skirt. The public is invited to attend.
face like a morn star, got a new hair-style, and bought some
The bride is the daughter of
tl. Her accessories were navy and
•••
sharp clothes. I really concentrated on pleasing my husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Harrell o she wore the orchid from het
Sunday, June 39
and I made a play for him all over again_ It worked!
Murray Route Five. The groom bridal bouquet.
Open house will be held at
"It's Mager Liekbe Geed'
We will be married M years next month, and I thank God
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Yuli
the old Calloway County Cosset
Sycamore at 12th - Oall-M Orders 16S-7101
Sepia of Koper, Yugoslavia, and
Both Mr. and Mrs. Sapla are House
Ii- the other woman. She opened my eyes.
from two to five p.m.
the nephew of _Mr. and Mrs. graduates of the Murray Uni•••
"NOT TRAPPED"
Robert W. Rowan, 1858 Ryan versity School. She is now emMonday, June 30
Avenue, Murray.
ployed at Storey's Food Giant The
DEAR ABBY: Can you offer some advice as to whether
women of the Elm Grove
A program of music was pre and he at the Murray Division
Baptist Church will meet at the
or not it would be less of a strain on the family to have a
seated by recording. The songs,i of the Tappan Company.
church at two p.m. for visitssimple graveside burial instead of the regular funeral service
"Because" and "No Other Love", They are residing at their
under certain circumstances?
were sung along with the trid- ir.obile home on Murray Route'
I think it would be in very bad taste for me, who has
itional wedding marches.
Five.
disgraced my family Ike I have, to have a regular funeral
The church was beautifully
Rehearsal Dinner
THE
decorated for the occasion with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowan
service. I have been told that I have about a year to live. No
the
large
sere
hosts for the rehearsal
wrought" iron arch
more, and maybe less. so I must make a decision.
holding arrangements of white dinner held on Friday evening,
PelAtigniek
I have no friends or family who would want to be my
starburst pom poms, Ba June 8, in the Red Room of the
pallbearers, and I wouldn't anbarrass =yaw by asking
BRA
hers fern, ana baby's breath, Holiday Inn.
them. Thank you. for any he you can give me.
Flanking the arch were two
like
...
no
other
NO NAME OR TOWN, PLEASE
Barcelona candelabra and two The bride-elect wore a pale
cycus trees. The family pews yellow organdy dress designed
DEAR NO NAME: Talk this over with your clergyman
were marked with daisies, with a round neckline, Meg
Be will guide yea. If "se have as clerp•maa. seek advice
sleeves, and lace on the skirt.
greenery, and white bows.
frees the ckrgymea detest to year family.
The bridal couple presented
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her gifts to their attendants.
DEAR ABBY I am still laughing about something that
father, the bride was lovely in
Centering the table was a
beftlomed this morning. The character who gave me that
her wedding gown of pole de
sole fashioned a-line with the gorgeous arrangement of yelbegft sem* Sts ileessone who'd write to you.
The steads Me, Mb sed dopes
bodice and sleeves of Chantilly low gladioli, • daisies, and pink
I an a seelidihkeiti operator for the Telephone Company.
the lerp hed .tee aid bolt
carnations.
The
place
cards
fealace.
Tiny
self covered buttons
IllemI amftered a call this morning there was no response
appears law. Della Odeattd
were used down the back o tured wedding bells. '
ea Kis ether end et the line. After I had said, "Good morning,
by Pow IIIcb. Csainsis saiortt
the dress and on the lon
h Se Tollephwe Cespipagy" for the third time, I beard a
Coven were laid for the bri- , No seee strain 1 * nowt
sleeves. The dress featured a
' Mar& Nesse prinster sed cotSOD female voice ask, "Is this
scalloped neckline and a small dal couple, Mr. and Mrs. Tomton or ayloi lace,
ail-entse.
SEAMY es Telepheei Owspeey?”
bow in the back. Her veil was my Vance, Allan Beane. Hsi
MS
to 16.16. Sins 23 to 4A
Kemp,
Miss
Linda
Houston.
Miss
I SNIMIll her that it was, and asked her to whom she
of Mantilla style and extended
Ate 64,
iremeed Os speak.
to the floor. Her only jewelry Glenda White, Lamar Harrell,
1,..r
the replied. "Nobody, I guess. I just found this number
was a pair of tiny pearl ear- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Coles, Mr. ADVERTISED IN VOGUE
and Mrs. Dean Crutchfield, Mr
MRS. JULIET DUKE
rings.
in my huitend's coat pocket."
BETTY
She carried an Ethereal cas- and Mrs. Jamie Harrell, and the
753-11631
• *,
Everybody bas a problem. What's years? Fee • personal cade bouquet of a white catelya hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Rowan
*- reply write to Abby, Box Mee. Les Angeles, Cal.
Mee, and orchid, ivy, stephanotis, and baby's breath accented with a
amebae a• stamped, alf-addressed creels's.
Caderettial strand of pearls.
$
For Abby's beoldet. "Hew to Have a Lovely
Mrs. Tommy (Beverly) Vance,
Wedding,"
e send SI to Abby. Rex Mee, Los Angeks, Cal. WNW
sister of the bride, was the matron of honor, Miss Linda Houston was the maid of honor, and
Mrs. Randy Mouser of Murray Miss Glenda White the bridesnoi
attended the wedding of Miss maid.
an:
Their floor length dresses,
Kathy Marie To wn.zen and
th , Mr. and Mrs. Bill Outland and Charles Bryan Vaughn at the" styled similar to that of the
First Christian Church, Dawson bride's, were of yellow satin
An
crepe with the bodice of white
• Springs on June
.
.
8.
thi
net with daisies They were deCIJ
signed
sleevless with scalloped
Mrs.
R.
E.
Beddoe
of
Pinesa:
$onirsciss
vine. La., the former Lauella necklines and on the back of
abl <
each was a large long bow atstr •:. Fame Ave. at N. 17th ft. Houston, is the guests of her
.'
sisters, Mrs. George Upchurch, tached to the empire waistline.
Monty, Kentucky
•The attendants wore long
Mrs. Mavis Morris, and Miss
:• 9
.
00111,"
*
SAIL ald
white gloves, and bands with
Houston.
Ruth
::: Weditesery se &AD pai.
•••
daisies in their hair. They car—
.1:
ALL WELCOME —
Mrs. Virginia Frances Dun- ried basque arrangements • of
'The Bible Speaks to Too can of Monticello will arrive white ratan ivy filled with BakSaturday for a visit with her er's fern, Jade, and baby's
• Station WNII8 • Lift KC
slow 0 1:11
•
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie breath.
Tommy Vance, brother-in-law
Crawford, West Main Street.
of the bride, served as best man
for the groom. The groomsmen
were Allan Beane and Hal
Kemp.
Mother's Dress
•
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Harrell wore a mint green
Arlearved
The AMX is everything you'd expect a sports car to
dreu and coat ensemble with a
Waidias
Dirweeed Saws
be. Standard equipment includes a 290CID engine,
green whimsey with flowers in
4 shades of green and other
short throw synchromesh 4-on-the-floor, dual
ea
exhausts,Polyglastires. rear traction bars,a140m.p.h.
cess3ries of green Her corsage
speedometer and tach All for a starting price of
was a cymbidium orchid.
$3297'
Mrs. Rowan, aunt of the
erode', was attired in a beige
Or,
0
can modify your AMX by adding an optional
dress designed with a lace bo343 or a high performance VO CID engine, and
Phone 753-1273
dice, beige whimpsey, and beige
custom performance equipment designed specifically
I
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
accessories. A cymbidium or.
for AMX by people like Hurst, Doug's Headers,
*
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
chid was her corsage.
"Isky", Offenhauser and Edelbrock.
The register was kept by Miss
See the only /madcap sports ear for under
Rita Farris, cousin of the bride,
who wore a yellow dress with a
$3,200.00*...where everything's going for you.
corsage of yellow daisies. The
•alanufacturort supp•afad rinaol pr100, f•d•ral fa... includiod.
Stela and local taxer.. destination cleardea. if anr. ontaon• *reggae.
table was overlaid with a yellow cloth draped in net illusion
1411 Olive Blvd.
eith bows at each corner and
centered with an arrangement
PICKUP and DELIVERY —
of daisies. The guests signed the
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-335
.
2
bride's book with the pen deJim Gregory,..5
corated in white and yellow
.21esmon
Lamar Harrell, brother of tiW
1/4
Mi. From Univ.
Moyfiold Rd.
bride. distributed bags of rice

She's trapped,
can't forgive

•

By Abigail Van Buren

•

Pawky fried Ckieken

A

'THE COLONEL HAS
FLIPPED HIS LID"

I

I

;

al348fggellIPS9

A MAN AND MS WIFE, WHILE BUYING SOME KENTUCKY
FRIED CHICKEN THE OTHER DAY, SAID TO THE MANAGER:

-

VM1 Hilab

i PERSONALS

2•1? ZVZ
VH 141

tmoo.ocr

.9.

THE COLONEL SAID:'WE SHOULDN'T SELL HAMBURGERS,
BUT IF WE WANTED TO DO SO, WE COULD GIVE THEM
AWAY FREE' SO:

WALLIS DRUG

Big Juicy Hanburgers
For Your Children

COLLEGE CLEANERS

IF MOM and DAD WILL BUY A
BUCKET or BARREL of CHICKEN

TREAS .

— FREE

*

NM.

ALL SUMMER
FREE

Cook's Jewelry
500 MAIN STREEr

•

"If you foks would sell Hamburgers, we,wouldn't need to stop again
in order to feed the children."

MIT* SALES

Executive Shirt Service

eareenwtheraninvinew.—.--;..._

•
•

'Limit: 5 Hamburgers Pet Family
Phone 753-7101
So. 12th & Sycamore

•
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•

•
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JUST HOW IMPORTANT IS THAT

ALL JERSEY

HIS IS A
ranaFOIL
IMMUNITY

MILK OR CREAM THAT YOU BUY

•

; welcome you'
'Ida Adams

LL JERSEY MILK\

bone 753-23711

*MORE PROTEIN
41 MORE CALCIUM
of MORE PHOSPHORUS
* MORE MILK SOLIDS

AS
JD"

•

Dairy checks bring cash into this community at regular
interials . . every week or two
weeks. The cash that dairy checks represent comes mostly
from outside this community
— it is new money"and means new business.
Dairy checks are used to buy groceries, clothing, hardwa
re, household appliances,to pay
small bills, support our churches, and to buy gas and oil,
to make payments on cars. .. and
for a host of other purposes.
The cash from dairy checks is used over and over again
in this community after it is put
into circulation by the dairy farmer. And dairy checks
give farmers a credit rating because
of the regularity of income.
Yes, dairy checks raise the economic level of the
whole community.Pay day comes often
and regularly to the man with dairy cows.

.THE MILK with
ALL the EXTRAS

As a processing dairy we are only too happy to review
the manifold benefits of dairyina.
There are great opportunities for an increasing scope
of dairying in Calloway County. The
dairy farmer with his regular income from milk or
cream is one of our most important
assets.

•+1

KENTUCKY
THE MAN•

mburgp again
en."

CONGRATULATION DAIRY FARMERS- ONCE AGAIN'YOU'VE DONE A FINE
JOB. ALL YEAR LONG YOU'VE SENT AN ABUNDANCE OF DELICIOUS AND
OLESOME DAIRY PRODUCTS TO MARKET. WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR
CONTINUED EFFORTS AND HARD WORK TO HELP KEEP CALLOWAY
COUNTY STRONG.

1.

OWNERS,
GIVE THEM

No%

0

0

MILES CLOSER
.3
A•

HOURS FRESHER

RYAN MILK CO. INC
HELPING BUILD A BETTER COMMUNITY

IMO 1r
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Do You Know Your
Dairy Products?

To Spark Up
Diet Fare

Don't Guess
Forage Test

1

feeds pm can sajoy even as
you watch weight Take
diesels. for 'sample. It. satestying. Rang and wonderfully
Reemerge
Two of my favorite disease
are livelteseland Swiss (Me
famous cheese with the boles
whale is also known as Moomentaber) sad Greyer,. They
Idt the spot when willpower
veria fan Me Pooh, yen
'lest Its thne for a little UMW
Ring. Cut a thick wedge et
dieing (the thin shces never
taste as good to me) and
meek up at it. You'll fled it
satisries and without skyrocketing your calorie count
Bete assess, can be used to
taws everyday vegetables into
„iellerevagantly appealing main
s, the lead that make Mee
feel pampered—but not
guilty.
Switserlearre famous Seise
cheese is featured M a recipe for Het Cheese-Med Tothat would make a
ides )undeeen male amuse. It
alMers. tee. alum with Switzerbeers mieslient Gesqpirre in our
smetpe for an absolutely great
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SWITZERLAND

SWIM

a. skim milk

b. lowfat milk

HOT (heese-Pilled Tomatoes are a delightful lunch for dieter --72 calories for each half.
Hot Swim Cheese and Spinach
Pia
HOT CHEESZ-FILLED
TOMATOES •
6 large firm tomatoes
1 •qpg
cup skimmed milk
se teaspoon salt
Ai teaspoon pepper
es teaspoon curry powder
1 cup 44 ounces) grated
Switzerland Swiss
cheese
1 tablespoon dry bread
crumbs

1 tablespoon 'additional
cup of cheese and mix well.
cheese
Turn over the drained to1 teaspoon butter or
mato shells and fill with cheese
shortening
mixture.
Preheat oven to 450 F
Combine bread crumbs with
remaining tablespoon of cheese
Cut the tomatoes in half
Scoop out the pulp with a
and sprinkle over tomatoes. spoon being careful not to
Lightly coat an oven-proof
break the shell. Use pulp for
platter or casserole with butsoup or salad.) Turn shells
ter and arrange tomato halves
evade down on absorbent paen It. Bake about 10 minutes
per to drain while the finite* -1a
-----eririlheated oven. Dish is
is made.
ready when the tip of a knife
Beat egg, then beat in milk
inserted near edge of filling
salt, pepper and curry
Add
conies out clean. Serves 4.
72 calories each half.
HOT SWISS CHEESE A.ND
SPINACH PIE
2 pounds fresh spinach
2 eggs
le cup 42 Guiles) grated
Swiss natural Gruyere
11 cup skimmed milk
1 clove garlic finely
minced or pressed
Salt and pepper to taste
. 2 slices Switzerland Swiss
cheese cut into„,lis___
inch strips
Preheat oven to 400 F.
Wash spinach thoroughly
and remove tough stalks. Put
in pot with tight cover. The
water that is clinging to leave*
Should be enough to steam IL
Add water if necessary to prevent burning. Add salt and
pepper and cook over medium
heat for about 15 minutes until tender.
Beat eggs well, then add
milk, grated cheese and garlic.
Add drained spinach and
mix.
Turn into a greased pie plate
or shallow baking dish. Make
a lattice Sop out of cheese
strips.
Place in pre-heated oven for
10 minutes or until cheese is
melted and filling set. Serve
at core. Serves 4
150 colcheese strips make lattice top for spinach pie i150 calories a aerving ,
ones per serving

Feed 1 pound of milk for each
10 pounds body weight of calf.
After one week, calves roaky be
raised on milk replacer or skim
milk. Whole milk is fine but
expensive.
Feed starter and good hay
after one week.
Keep clean water available for
Allow 6 to I weeks dry period
before calf is born. Feed the :elves to drink.
lb
not allow cat( to get fat but
cow well and get her in good
iseep it growing.
flesh.
After 6 months calves may be
Provide cleane staff for cal.in warm weather, cows ma: pastured, but good hay and se
grain will be needed op to one
calve in pasture.
6 etch for abnormal presenta- year of age.
Vaccinate all calves at 4 to 8
tions. If cow hes trouble, call
your veterinarian immediately. months of age against Bang's
See that calf nurses soon. Feed disease.
the first milk after freshening.
Replacement heifers
colostrum, for the first 2 to 3 saved ally from the should be
best cows.
days of the calf's life.
A cow should be In good flesh
when she calves, not tat.
Paint navel with tincture cf
After calving she should be
Ewe to prevent infection.
Keep your calves in separate given a drink fro a tub full of
pens to prevent them from suck- slightly warm water to which
Ms been added a quart of molasle( each other.
ses.

Raising
Thrifty Calvesl

6 ell-developed calves usually_
stand and mine within an hour. I
Surplus colostrum may be fed
to other calves or it may be
frozen, stored, and fed later.
Milk reamers usually contain
from 50 to7Spercent milk solids,
being made largely of skim milk
or whey powder or a combination
of both.
Always breed to the best possible dairy bull. Artificial breedbig. if available, intakes this ea sy.

Glasses or Milk in
a variety of sizes to give
milk ads a "Big Litt."

OUR HATS ARE OFF
TO
DAIRY FARMERS
••
OF WEST KENTUCKY
AS WE JOIN IN ..JUNE
DAIRY MONTH'

str

WE SALUTE
THE DAIRY
FARMER

FRIGIDAIRE

Prestige Room
Air Conditioner

•Notes has been reduced It every critical point.
•Choice of walnut grain or beige front panels.
e Installs in window or thrietheewill (kit).
•3.5 pts.hr moisture removal from room air.
•Dial-A-Direction Air Flow grille controls.

WARD
'ELK=

And

WE SERVICE WHAT WE
SELL'

IIIGMAIRE
I
I
a07'0011
on100c,Cr Oa GG
al
illiakii
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----7-

InigNE 753-171_,MAIIII 4111 IIIIVIILLe ace

asmominausaromak'

1. pasteurised fluid milk
with fat and water removed.

0

2. w1aule milk with most
ot-4h. milk
semoved. .
•

c. nonfat dry milk 0

3. partly skimmed whole
milk, with a bacterial
culture added to make
It semi-solid.

d. evaporated milk 0

4.• homogeniaed product with about SO%
less water than whole
milk.

e

abi

Li

0

yogurt

recommendations, nine out of
ten dairymen can increase their
profit. A few dairy tanners in the
Purchase Area have used forage
testing in their dairy program
with a savings of as much as 100
dollars per in-feed cost.However,
not near enough dairymen are
taking advantages of forage
besting.

5. product with lowered
milk fat content, added milk solids for a
richer taste.

2. When buying Cheddar
cheese look for:
a. good cater
b. the longest curMg category
c the US. Grade
AA shield
3. Baser is mode feeling
a. selected mum
Cream
b. sweet cream
0
c. fresh milk
4. Dein foods are good
sources of:
a. protein
b. vitamin A
c. ascorbic acid
d. Calcium

the quality ot hay and 'Hap
drastically affects the dairyman
feeding program. When poor
quality is recognized, the use of
extra grain helps maintain good
production. The three most

S. Cheddar cheese will
keep ii• refrigerators:
a. one week
0
b. several weeks
0
C. a month or
longer
0
6. Process cheese Is:
a. made from
goat's- milk
0
b. Alenerican-made
Cheddar cheese 0
c a mixture of
fresh and agegl
natural cheese' 0
7. Adults should have:
s. two or more
glasses of milk
a day
0
b. less than two
0
c. three or more. 0
d. four or more
0

ANSWERS

widely used methods of
estimatine forage quality are: 111

r'orage evaluation is not new.
Cattle have been doing It since the
beginning of time. The big job
taring scientists has been to find a
man-made method of testing
forage, and that would result Ins
fast reliable estimate of the
feeding value of hay and silage.
Studies of farm records show that
when forages are tested and cows
4 e--e-e-o -t-

1. Melee product and description:
0111U/111111
ALL. the good things of thlk
Ar's world aren't tattooing it
only sems that way. Actu-

Of /OM
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chemical analysis; (2 nasal
estimation; (3) data or
Each has virtue and if used
together a more accurate picture
of forage quality c.. be
developed.
determining feeding needs, the
amount of forage conserved is
very important and dairymen will
peed to have some method of
measuring or weighting their

Two main factors of
Importance from a nutrient
standpoint derived from foray
analysis are digestible protein and
energy expressed as total
digestible nutrients or estimated
net energy. Relative to

ci

Therefore,it dairymen will take
advantage of forage analysis, it
will help them to increase milk
production and at the same thin
reduce unit cost of production as
well as pinpoint the proper
protein level and the most
economical feed formulas for
your herd.

TII
June Is Dffry
Month
T HANK S.
TO OUR DAIRY FARMERS
Once again, during this Dairy
Month, we salute and honor the
Dairy Farmers of this area for
their contribution to this community.

1. a-2; b-5; c-1; d-4, e-3.
2. c, always a mark of the highest quality
1. a & b. US. Grade AA butter is made from
fresh sweet cream; US. Grade B butter,
with its slightly acid flavor, is general-1Y
made from selected sour cream.
4. a, b & d. Fruits and vegetables are good
sources of ascorbic acid.

5. b. Like most hard cheeses, Cheddar can be
kept for several weeks in the coldest put of
your refrigerator. Soft cheeses (like cream
cheese and cottage cheese) can be kept in
the refrigerator from three to five days.
6. c. Process cheese melts easily when heated
7 a. The USDA dally food guide recommend);
two or more glasses of whole, skimmed, lowfat, Instant nonfat, or evaporated milk, or
buttermilk. Some of this amount may be
supplied by cheese or ice cream.

We Can Handle Your Farm Need,
Big or Little

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
South lwelth Street

• .6
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Don't Gues,s
Forage Test_

S.

ONCE IN AWHILE

By Ted Howard
Area Extension Specialist
in Dairying

Forage evaluation is not reef.
Cattle have been daring it since
the beginning of time. The big
job facing scientists has been
to find a man-made method of
testing forage, and that woulcj
result in a fast reliable estimate of the feeding value of hay
and silage. Studies of farm records Show that when forages are
tested and cows fed according
the recommendations, nine out
of ten dairymen can increase
their profits. A few dairy farmers in the Purchase Area have
used forage testing in their dairy.
program with a savings of as
much as 100 dollars per in-feed
cost. However, not near enough
dairymen are taking advantage
of forage testing.
The quality of hay and silage
drastically affects the dairyman
feeding program. When
poor
quality is recognized, the use
of extra grain helps maintain
good production. The three most
wiaaty - used methods of estimating forage quality are:(1) chemical analysis; (2) Visual estima.
.3) date of harvest. Each
tion; (
has value and if used together
a more aCcurate picture of forage quality can be developed,
Two main factors of importance from a nutrient standpoint
derived from forage analysis are
digestible protein and energy expressed as total digestible nutrients or estimated net energy.
Relative to determining 'feeding
needs, the amount of forage eonserved is very important and
dairymen will need to have some
method of measuring or weighting their forage.
Therefore, if dairymen will
take advantage of forage analysis, it will help them to increase Milk production and at the
same time reduce unit cost of
'produc.tion as well as pinpoint
the proper protein level and the
most economical feed formulas
ton your herd,
-•

0
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It is well to take time out from our daily business
routine to think about saying a word of

Thanks...

8

I

to our customers and friends for their loyalty in trading with us.
We express our appreciation to you in a great many ways by Out cpntinued
efforts to maintain the very highest level o`f quality feed, seed, grain, and
fertilizer. We do believe that this is a very good way of expressing our
appreciation for your business.

01 4

Farmer, quality and uniformity of products for your fields
is imperative. Knowing this, we have selected the most
dependable, nationally known, producers of Feed, Seed, Fertilizers and Ag
With you, Mr.

and livestock

,,‘e today! They're top names that mean profits to you'
__The Co-Qp Store, one of the largest complete farm supply centers
in
Western Kentucky, offers year round grain buying, seed buying,
bagged feeds, and a complete Stock of chemicals, fertilizer and other
itetzia.

Chemicals

Congratulations are In order at this time to the operators of the many
fine dairy farms in this area. As we observe June Dairy Month, this
year, let us all thnik about the importance of the dairy industry in
Calloway County and the surrounding area.

Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association
Industrial Road

753-2924 - Murray

11
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TEE LEDGER

Though city dwellers aren't
often interested in farm news,
many of them should be -as
they owe their lobs to agriculture — from refinery workers
to commodity brokers, from
steel workers to stenographers
at the tractor plant.

They used 7 percent of all the
rubber — enough for 30,000,000
auto tires — and 4 percent of
the electricity-30-blllion kilowatt hours — produced in the
United States

me,if dairymen willtake
a forage analysis, it
them to Increom milk
n and at the same time
it cost of production.
pinpoint the proper
level and the mod
cal feed formulas for

Billion. in Tsar.
Farmers oaf almost 63 bil-

4

lion in real estate and income
Farms averaged 351 acres in
taxes and their total capital
1966, compared to 342 acres in
investment equals two-thirds 1965 and only 288 acres in 1959.
of the current assets of all U.S. The 1967 average Is estimated
corporationai combined, ac- at 359 acres.
cording to the U.S. Department or Agriculture.
Fewer Fair* Hands
The number Of hired farm
The number of farms in the
United Statialii lin16-clei1inicr—iveriten-in the United Ste
declined 7.2% from 1964 acto 3,258,000, a drop of 4% from
cording to a USDA report.
a year earlier and 25% below
the 1959 total of 4,105,000. De- About 3.1 million persons
worked at least part-time for
spite the decline in number of
farms, however, land in farms cash wages on U.S. farms In
— at 114 billion acres — was 1965
down less than 1% from a year
The composition of the hired
earlier and only 43. from the
1969 total of 1.18 billion acres. farm working force showed
relatively little change beUSDA's Crop Reporting
tween 1964 and 1965. 70% were
Board also estimates a decline
in 1967 to a total of 3,176,000
men and boys,70% were
farms. Land in farms is exwhite,
and only a fourth were
pected to decline 0.4% while
chiefly
engaged
in
farm
work. The
average size of farm is expected to continue to grow.
median age for all workers in
the hired farm labor force was
24.6 years, nearly a year younger than in 1964.

CONGRATULATIONS
to the

Month

Datry Farmer

IRMERS

PriE IS
DAIRY MONTH

this Dairy
1 honor the
is area for
this cornit

4
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We would like to invite the Dairy
Farmers of Western Kentucky to
our moder n, newly completed,
feed mill.
We now have a new Dairy Molasses Mixer which is keyed to the
convenience of the,Dairy Farmer.

Come and Look at Our Modern,
- Efficient Mill -

'arm Need,

FARMINGTON SWEET FEED MILL

levrolet

Farmirtzton. Ky.

01'

dIalgintlidintS411114
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Dairy Farmers Play Major Fly Control
Role in National Economy Important

U.S.farrnerliIan Yead
Vs:night
$4.7 billion In new tractors,
trucks,. plows, combines, and
other machinery. They consumed 5,000,000 tons of steel
and $3.3 billion in gasoline,
diesel fuel, grease, oil. etc.

main -factors of
lice from a nutrient
t &Owed from forage
digestible protein and
•x pressed as total
nutrients or estimated
risy. Relative to

TIME

a

Hired farm workers averaged
about $7.55 a day at farm work.
Those who did nonfarm work
earned about $10.85 a day
when they worked off farms.
The nation's farmers realized a record gross income of
$49.7 billion in 1966, some $5
billion, or 11 percent, above the
previous high set in 1965 according to USDA's Farm Income Situation. While farm
production expenses reached a
record high, realized net farm
Income rose $2.6 billion in 1966
to $16.4 billion The 1966 level
was exceeded only by 1947 and
was 41 percent higher than in
1960
Realized net income per
farm reached a record high of
$5,049 in 1966 compared to
$4,109 in 1965 As farms -were
fewer in 1966, the average net
income realized per farm was
71 percent higher than in 1960.

Takes Less Time
Agricultural experts at Cornell University have estimated
that in 1945, on the average,
it took 120 hours a year to take
care of a cow.
Recently a survey showed
that this figure in conventional stanchion barns has been
cut to 80 hours per cow per
year, but inthe free stall barns
(with milking parlors and high
levels of silage feeding) the
average of a sizable number
was 43 hours per cow per year
One farmer reported a low
of 28 hours per cow per year!

EXERCISE:
There are five basic exercises that should become part
of your everyday life. .They
are: Waist twist, Deep knee
bends, Sit-ups, Push-ups and
Body bends. If It helps, turn
on some rhythmic music and
bounce and bend to every beat.

Dairymen are reminded to..
the necessary steps to e
Mee cc dairy animals in T
to obtain higher mill produedoe.
"Research has shown Oat
dairy tows protected.fr
'radian-a-to IP par cent
of Tennessee Extena ion assistant
dairy husbandman. "This could
wily mean the difference between profit and loss."
One effective way to apply
insecticides to animals is by
using a homemade or puttnellted
bankrubber, he notes. Savona
demonstrations over the able
have proven that flies can be
controlled by this method. If
the backnibber is located in a
narrow lane, such as the exit
lane of the dairy barn, it will be
very effective. The homemade
back rubber anould be soaked eta
No. 2 diesel fuel before treating
with the insecticide, whereas the
insecticide can be poured directly into the purchased bank rubber.
The Insecticide used to charge
backrubbers for dairy cowls in

Ciodrin or Co-Ral, recommends

the dairy husbandman. Make a
0.3 per cent Clodrin solution
by adding three fluid ounces
(six of the 1.1e/gauce ot Ciedrin) to one gallon of No. 2
diesel fuel. The inseetkide
should be used at the nil al
one gallon per 20 Hear feet.
Repeat the treatment every two
to three weeks.
"During August the dairyman
should use Co-Ral Instead of
Clodrin in order to alas>
trot cattle grubs," he aotesi,
"Co-Rat should be used according to the directions on
the
label."
To further eliminate the f74,
problem, the holding add resting area walls should be
sprayed with an Insecticide.

Finns Leaders
In Dining On
Dairy Foods

IT

ENT

Beauty
Hints

to Production
mule alma unprotected cows."
Bays Sorban Mon, Unlearn,
*

MURRAY

HAIR i
'The beat beauty routine is
the simplest. Brush daily and
shampoo frequently. Treat
hair gently at all times and it
will be lovely, naturally.
• • •
MAKEUP:
When selecting makeup, be
sure that it matches your face
Remember, the coloring of
your face is different from
your hand or wrist as your
face is exposed to air and sun.
One hint for removing makeup is to use cotton dipped in
milk. It's a great cleanser and
skin soother.
SCRUBBING:
Be a soap and water girl.
Use medicated soap when your
skin breaks out, regular soap
when skin is fine. Work up a
thick lather, then rinse thoroughly.
• • •
NAIL CARE:
Apply clear polish nightly to
prevent chips and splits. Use
nail whitener daily and drink
gelatine in your morning juice
to keep nails long and strong.
Dig your nails into a bar of
soap to prevent breaking before dirty work. Scrub nails
often with warm water and a
stiff nail brush to remove soil
and dead cuticles.
• • •
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Soil Fertility
Key To Establishing
Forage Crops
One of the greatest
opportunities for Kentucky
dairymen to produce more milk
at less cost is to have a good year
around forage program.
Adequate fertilization is one
of the essential steps in having
this good forage program. To
obtain, nroll.tablg yields and
maintain a stand of grasses and
legumes over a period of years,
sufficient amounts or the
essential plant nutrients must be
made available to the crop. Many
Kentucky dairymen do a better
job of established forage crops
than of maintaining them.
Each time a forage crop is to
be established a soil test should be
made to determine the available
plant nutnent level in the soil and
the degree of acidity. Apply
limestone and fertilizer to correct
plant nutrient deficiency.
Soil testing should be repeated
every two to three years to
determine proper maintenance
fertilization needs.
Follow recommended
management- practices to
maintain legume stand and
control weeds since fertilization
alone does not insure efficient
production.

June Is DaTry Month
WE SALUTE THE DAIRY FARMERS
OF WESTERN KENTUCKY!

Big or Small, we can supply all
your truck needs!

TAYLOR MOTORS
301 S. Fourth

Murray, Ky.

COLOR CODE:
Any color that

does something for you when you are
without makeup is the color
for you. To use a color that
isn't complimentary, wear it
away from your face in a skirt
or pants, on your hands or
feet, or around your waist.

Americans are

not the
con-,-sumers of dairy foods
far
from it.
world's most conspicuous

That championship goek to
the Finns. In milk equivalent, they eat and drink 1,513
pounds of dairy products each
per yettr. The Irish aren't far
behind—their average is 1,356
pounds.

. . . and Hutson Chemical Company is pleased to salute
our local Dairy Farmers, and all the folks in the Dairy
Industry in Western Kentucky.
• • •
Come to the place who knows the Farmer's
needs, large or small.

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

The U.S. ranks only 16th of
17 nations listed. American

Consume 584 pounds apiece
each year.

West Railroad
• Ave.

Ph. 753-1953

• I
•

•

CONGRATULATION TO THE -

DAIRY FARMERS

•re

II •

June is Dairy Month, time to start

the warm weather season right, by
serving delicious dairy foods, often.

OF WESTERN KENTUCKY FOR THEIR
ABUNDANCE OF DELICIOUS DAIRY PRODUCTS.

For all those picnics, cookouts, quick
and easy meals ahead this summer,
remember "Fresh 'n Refreshing Dairy
Foods ... Summer Time-Savers."

•i 4
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June is Dairy Month for the Thirty-Third Year
r

&skim boasting 30 days
dial'ISM M so rare as," June
aostaiesNadousi Little League
Bassbuill Week (8-14), Idler, son Davit' Birthday (3), Let's
Play Gott Week (7-14), Flag
Day (14), and Father's Day
1. (15). It's a very big season for
Se cap and gown business,
mid a busy time at the wedding
MENU bureau, too, though,
as for tradition — no longer
‘ die month with the most brides.
But, prepare to pour a toast
all 'round anyhow — in milk.
Ons audition that remains.
.,

— "(URIL111r
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after 33 years, is that "June is
Dairy Month."
In the beginning, the month
was selected because, with its
clement weather and verdant
pastures, it was a peak production month for milk, a season
when dairy foods were plentiful, and an ideal time to call
attention to their nutritive
value.
In addition, the celebration
of June as Dairy Month reminded the nation of the dairy
industry's role in the country's
economy. Because of this valu-

Mk-Plants Dwindling,Yet
Fewer are Producing More
Milk *ants are going out at
business at the rate of about
9011 a year. In fact, some 14,055
fluid milk proceeding plants
went out ot business between
11411 and 1055, according to the
Economic Research Service for
the national Commission an
Food Marketing.Here are some
characteristics of today's dairy
industry, according to the report:
The phut. produelxqg ice
cream and other manufactured products decreased by
about one-third hi the period
between 1944 and 1961.
In 1964, the four top dairy
firms in the nation ran '1 percent of all plants processing
fluid milk. They made more
than •fifth of the total value

of shipments. Output for the
tap four was more than three
times the value of shipments
by the fifth to eighth largest
firms
In 1964, the four largest
firms accounted for 29 per cent
of the fluid milk processed in
the smallest ef the federal
milk order markets studied.
The share of the top four was
only 52 percent in the biggest
markets.
Being small is no asset in the
dairy business. Among other
problems, the small - volume
business must cope with higher costa, both nxed and variable. The difference gets larger
day by day with new techniWills demanding costly new
equipment and facilities.
The large, well advertised
firm can more readily create

For the Man of the
Month...
THE DAIRY FARMER

For fresh and refreshing Dairy
Products, we look to the Dairy
Farmer. For fencing, farm plumbing and Farm Building Supply
needs, Dairy Farmers look to us
. . . with confidence. For
and value.

MURRAY SUPPLY
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY
(Division of Murray Supply)
Industrial Road

Phone 753-8194

able contribution, leaders in
agriculture, government and
businesses allied with the dairy
industry became active participants in the month-long activities honoring dairymen.
To a great ericist, seasons
have given way to science in
the dairy industry. While May
and June remain at the top of
the milk production ranks, the
other months, too, are productive. Why is June still Dairy
Month, then?
Because people still need to
be reminded of the industry's

A SALUTE to
Dairy Farmers

Milk prices to producers and consumers continue to rise but
not drastically — 1948 prices to dealers were about 4% above
the previous year. Nome delivery continues to lose ground to
retail,milk sales but at a slower rate.
*wee Changes Ahead
Packaging of milk bagan in 19114 with the Thatcher, N. Y:,
milk bottle, has evolved to today's plastic and plastic-coated
containers. More changes are sure to come as packagers try
to find and answer the prefere,loes and needs of the retail
c=tomer.
Americans are eating well — and in variety, a fact reflected
to some extent in the kinds of milk being sold: 3.5%, 2% —
even a 1% milk has been marketed.
The future may hold introduction of other milk drinks,
some now popular in foreign countries—carbonated whey;
keftr; enzyme-treated, special protein or exotic-flavored milks,
but Dei1CP predicts, -Basically, the milk of tomorrow will be
the milk of today with more attention paid to Its flavor. Despite
milk's nutritional qualities, most people, children especially,
drink milk 'because they like IC"
They'll Take Vanilla
Meantime, in the frown dessert field, per capita consumption remains a littie above 21 quarts for ice cream, ice milk
and sherbet, a little above 15 quarts for ice cream alone. Among
these products, ice cream accounts for 85.7% of total producUcti, ice milk for 32.2%; and sherbet for 4.1%. Look for increased emphasis on.,isavefties and novelty packages. Vanilla
IS din the favorite flavor.naLiounting for nearly half of sales
but there)a trend tooreiniums
Ice cream with Intriodzig ex- crease in recent years
in protra Ingredient additiens.
duction and per capita conIn fermented
products gumption, is a particularly
cottage cheese issea the giant
but per capita consumplIMI bright spot in the dairy prodwhich increased tress 5.1 uct picture About 14% of all
pounds in 1950 to 4.6 in MN U.S. milk is used for cheese,
has remained virtually con- and because consumers are
stant since then. Production becoming more and more
has increased in pace with the aware of its variety and
population increase. Predicted charms, if the industry retar this product: a trend away mains adaptable, the future
Sienliarge curd cottage cheese, looks heartening No wonder
emneantly improving simM .dalry farmers and producers
1,and more
Mile when they say ,"Cheese

badge or the
- lineal value.
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economy as well as to our nutrition and eating pleasure.
This newspaper and the
firms whose advertisements
appear here salute area dairy
1amber. — and -LI who play
rigid roles ha the dairy feuds
industry — with this Special
section.

Mr. Farmer!
Do You Want To Expand Your

a

DAIRY BUSINESS
Dairy Farmers of the Purchase Counties are expanding their business, with the
purchase of Bulk Tanks, modernization of barns and the construct
ion of
Elevated Milk Parlors. We invite farmers of this area to contact us and let
us
show you how you may obtain necessary credit for your planned program.
THE PRODUCTION _ CREDIT ASSOCIATION loans money for all types of
FARM PRODUCTS.
A

Thousands Of Our Local Farmers Have
Used Production Credit Planned Loans
LOANS MADE
FROM
1 TO 7 YEARS
JACKSON PURCHASE

Production Credit AssoicytItn;
Sas Pi 4th Street

MIJR,RikT
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We i
sedio serve West
Kentuck s Dairy Farmers who have
1,ought us nutritious Dairy Foods
...5016s

Now cows are going the

Yes, cows. It's all due to a
new trend in dairying called
confinement housing "

A

Come See Us. . . We Appreciate Your Business

McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
753-3062

with 22 percent fewer cavities?

same pampered route.

v5S
-

503 Walnut

enterpritiug

New-Fangled
Cow Barn
Has No
Windows

f

ass

sullet-

There are few opium to go
by, but all indicatiolle are that
sour cream has been one of
the fastest-growing sellers
among dairy foods in the past
10-15 years — if not, indeed,
the popularity-growth leader.
A New •Tettmer"
Yogurt, nearly unknown
outside large eastern metropolitan areas until recently, is
now being marketed in increasing quantities in the midwest and on the west coast —
You've heard of "high-rise"
In some markets, it's available
poodles and catered -to cats
In a variety of flavors
whose owners never let them
Cheese, with its steady
nearer the wicked outside
world than their favorite win.
dow sill

tip -

• That

grocer misertime Swiss Atoms

1

The outlook for the dairy farmer and the industry is good, say experts in the
field. Milk
production in 1969 will equal 1968's estimated 117.850 billion pounds, or
may exceed the
total for last year, if conditions and trends in the farm economy continue,
according to a
Hoard's Dairyman article.
In 1968, milk-feed ratio was most favorable, decline in cow numbers slowed, and
rising
milk production per animal was noted.
A healthy situation for some time is also foreseen by Dr.
Walter W. Wilcox, director of economics department, USDA,
quoted in Pure Milk Products Press. He names a variety of
causes, among them, high milk prices, an aggregate farm income rise, 30% higher net equities in land and machinery than
The dairy farmers of our
in 1960 for farmers.
area contribute much to our

We salute the Dairy Farmers of Western Kentucky whose
high standards and hard work do 80 mulch for both the
health and the wealth of this community.

Service

ergetic constuners embark on
a summer way of life, both acuse and casual.
Dairy foods—fresh, refreshing. and so easy to serve they've
been called "nature's own convenience foods" — fit right into this warm-weather living
scheme.
Besides which, they serve
nutritional interests and eating
preferences in all age groups
so well that it -looks as though
June will be Dairy Month for
at least another 33 years!

New Packaging,
Products Ahead
From Dairyland

CONGRATULATIONS
DAIRY FARWIERS

Sales

contribution to their family
diets, their enjoyment and the
economy.
During the annual "reminder campaign," food stores help
celebrate June Dairy Month
with dairy food specials, newspapers and magazines feature
dairy recipes, restaurant menus
spotlight dairy items. Imaginative special celebrations
abound, sponsored by local
dairy groups.
The timing remains apt because June marks the start of
a new season when today's en-

FRIDAY — JUNE 21. leff

What it means is surnmetr
tip succinctly. by Wisconsin
dairy farmer, Leo TePoel: "My
cows haven't been outside In
the past year." Not only that,
his dairy barn doesn't even
have windows.
But, don't worry about the
cows-

60
New
Ford Trucks
on
Display

Jowiww°r

As
Low
as
'1995.00

Breezes for the herd are
supplied by 20-inch exhaust
ens/ In good weather, they
pull in fresh air—when it gets
chilly, tempered air When
was Nature so thoughtful to
Bossy?
Inside their atmospherecontrolled world, the sun always shines for farmer TePoel's herd — at least the fluorescent lights brim 24 hours
a day. The cows enjoy a scientifically figured three squares
aiday and enjoy their lack of
s with flies Some have
required manicures, though,
because long hooves built up
under their "soft" living conditions.
According to the dairyman,
the cows aren't the only ones
who thrive on this new kind
of care. It's a labor-saver for
him and he expects even, milk
production year 'round to help
offset the cost of his veritable
"cow palate"

All New Trucks In Stock Carry Discount . .
as much as *550.00 Discount!!
WE NEED USED TRUCKS . . . HIGHEST TRADE IN

IPARKER
I'

•
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THE LEDGER Is TIMES —

Ever St-lee the Days of Cleopatra
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Action

Women Rely on
Milkfor Beauty

Nes em WM WINWElleftest

Ryer since Cleopatra maw
Balk baths P0Ptilim, women
have relied on milk for beauty
and healthRU day princesses,
and thorn iini in every be
with a girl. know that good
sating, exercise and grooming
habits are a must for that
'toyer feeling.
There are five passwords to
Imailt7, according to American
Dairy Amociation's booklet,
viliris Are Better lbaa-iver,"
Which was prepara-E. coopWraUon with the President's
Ckruncil on Physical Fitness.
They are: Diet, Action,
Scrubdown, Shut-Eye and

sparkle.
•

•

•

Diet
Girls have been worrying
about their looks since ire
modeled a fig leaf. What you
ate yesterday Is part of the
way you look and feel today.
It shows up in Your shape,

ur

your skin, teeth, eyes, hair,
nalla,and in your vitality level
Nutrition experts say that
protein, vitamins, and minerals are necessary for the proper functioning of the body
and the healthy appearance
of skin, hair and eyes
•

•

•

Drink Milk
Nutritionists recommend
that teenage girls drink four
glasses of milk each day.
know that no individual food
Is fattening
Chris get fat because they
take in too many total calories. If you have to cut back
on food intake to lose weight
or to maintain weight where
YOU want it, continue to select
from each of the four major
food groups.
Cut back on those foods that
are high in calories but low in
other nutrients.
•

•

• • •
Scrubdown

There are three basic rules
Mira good complexion; cleanrest and proper diet.
And scrupulous cleanliness is
the first step in complexion
control.

•

inset, with the

Commissioner
Opens June
Dairy Month

Instruction of
t us and let us
nod program.
or MI types of

FRANKFORT- Commissions:
of Agriculture J. Robert Miller
opened June Dairy Month in Kentucky with congratulations to the
Dairy Industry "on its recent
efforts to reach consumers on
the value of genuine products."

IA
Count on Us for Modern
Dairy Feeds that Keep
Milk Production Up!

none 753.54102

es MMMMM

S.

To produce more milk from yqur herd and keep
efficiency high, feed our dependable Dairy Rations. We've feeds to meet the needs of all your
dairy herd ... feeds to supplement and produce
more profits from pasture and roughage ... feeds
fully fortified with essential vitamins tied minerals, selected amino acids
and rich proteins. Feeds
for high milk production,
at low feed cost!

Feed and Seed Co. (
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volume, perishables - meat,

through a daily calistheitie
chore.
Try a half hour of bicycling
or dancing to burn off 20
pounds of stored fat annually.
A brisk walk for an hour
will burn up 200 calories•day.
st unless you're an ac
walker, dancer or housekee
It is suggested that you get a
sport. In fact, get two of them
-one for summer and one for
winter.

*salting at the June Dairy
Month Kickoff Luncheon at the
Ramada Inn in Frankfort. Miller lauded the recent referendum
passed by Kentucky dairymen
which provides for a portion of the
producer's
milk check to be
used for ads..rtising Kentucky
dairy products. The total investment for 1969 totals about
$800,000.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Dairying - A $10 to
$12 Billion Dollar Business

Now that you're a calorie
counter, you can't sit and
hoard them. You must burn
them up each day. Lf you
?save" a mere 100 calories a
day, you can add 10 pounds in
a year.
Slowdowns not only pack on
pounds, but they also interfere with muscle coordination.
Activity helps add grace,
strength, and stamina, You
don't have to sweat your way

A good complexion is practically Impossible without clean
skin. Skin actually thrives on
soap and water, with a good
scrubbing needed at least once
a day (two or three times for
oily skin).

YEARS
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produce, dairy - reflect the
Cow Population is Lower, But Their change
in consumer buying
habits. From a $20 bill, the
Milk. Production is Up; Prices
average shopper in 1987 spent
..49.80 on perishables 41.44 NV
Outp5thed by Wagelnereases
dairy products), $7.93 on groThe da
industry Is a $10-$12 billion annual business The
higher ,price for milk during 1967 pushed diary farm income
ord level of $5.8 billion with the balance going to procto a
and suppliers.
Is estimated that by 1950 the U.S. will have only 200,000
law, providing sufficient milk for the
populatinn of
--that day through larger herds t00-100 cows) and
continued
increased production per cow
and efficiency on the farm

The cow population in 1968,
estimated at 13.1 million, continued to decline.
However, the quantity of
milk produced per cow was
at an all-time high of 9,020
pounds for a 1968 estimated
total of MO billion pounds.
This is down slighUy from
the 1967 total of 119.6 billion
pounds produced by 13.5 million cows averaging 8,821
pounds per year.
The number of cows in the
nation'e dairy herds reached
a peak of 25.6 million head
during World War II. Since
then, cow numbers have been
declining steadily, totaling 17.5
million head in 1960
The small decline in output
in 1968 suggests that milk production may be leveling off
following several successive
years of decreased production.
It is anticipated that the average production per cow in
large herds within the next 10
years will range from 15,00020.000 nounds.
During the last two decades,
population has consistently
Increased more rapidly than
milk prodoction As a result,
the quantity of milk produced
for each resident has declined
sharply from 769 pounds in
1950 to 600 pounds in 1967.
Real Price of Milk
Since 1919, the average price
of milk per quart (delivered)
has nearly doubled from 15.5
cents to 30 6 cents while the
average wages have risen 542
percent - about eight times;
as much as the food costs. The
total cost of a basic food marketbasket of a dozen items has
risen only 68 percent in the
last 50 years - or an average
of only 1 36 persent per year.
In 1919, the i'verage hourly
wage for a factory worker was
47 cents. That worked out to
$4.70 for a 10-hour day of wo
Today,this same factdry worl-A
er earns an average of more
than $3 an hour - or about
$25 for a shorter work day
In 1919, you could buy three quarts of milk with 60 minutes
of work; today, a's up to 99
quarts. You can buy three
times as much cheese today
and more than four times as
much buttar or bacon
In 1960, consumers spent 20

1967 had paid for food the
same proportion of income as
In 1960, they would have had
$11 billion less to spend on
other things.
Intportant to Grocer
Fresh milk ranked seventh
En store sales in 1967 for the
third straight year, according
to the 21st Annual Consumer
Expenditures Study. Fresh
milk alone was 2.8 percent
higher than in 1944 and accounted for about 3.20 percent
of store volume.

ceries and $2.25 on non-foods.

A SALUTE to
Dairy Farmers
The dairy farmers of our
area contribute much to mu
economy as well as to
trition and eating pleasure.
This newspaper and the
*7-ms whose advertisements
appear here salute area dairy
farmers - and all who play
‘ital roles in the dairy foodif-industry - with this special
section.

The 1967 sales of all products
sold through supermarkets
and grocery stores increased
Just 2.1 percent, the smallest
gain in the last 10 years Frozen foods, which include ice
cream, were up 4 71 percent
and dairy products were up
7.31 percent.
Frozen foods accounted for
5.8 percent of the 1947 awn;
milk, butter, and cream for
2.9 percent of sales. In dollar

FARM 11EWS
W. R. HOOVER, AREA EXTENTION AGENT
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Garden Fresh...Salads

1
!T

tis teaspoon sqlt
Summer and salads were '
2 cups peeled, sliced eueuntbei.
;
made for each other. Gardens
3 cups torn raw spinach
- maybe one in your own back
peDusar
preen
criusps:iced
th,
yard? - abound with all the
. t't
cup sliced radishes
growing things that combine
to make salads so appetizing.
DRESSING:
The thermometer encourages
g
I cap dairy sour cream
a salad specialty - "refriger 2
k
Iraq- iwis lemon joke
ator cooking." And wilted ap%teaspoon sail — '
petites respond to cool, reFreshly ground pepper
freshing fare.
• So, break out the salad bowl To prepare Salad. In
a small
and use the pair of recipes r
com
indl vi
tea
e vninsegt:
ai ar
bisn
poo
_here to celebrate "salad days."
'
adwdate
curSummer Garden Salad uses
fresh, raw spinach leaves as cumbers and allow to marinate
about
1
hour.
Drain cugreens, a flavor- and vitaminfilled change from the more cumbers. Combine cucumber,
spinach,
onion
and
radishes
usual head lettuce or romaine.
Garden accents include nippy and arrange around edge of
green onions, radishes and platter or plate. Place mound
of cottage cheese in center.
marinated cucumbers.
The centered accompani- To prepare Dressing: Blend
ment is a snowy mound of cot- together sour cream, lemon
tage cheese - and the dress- Juice, sh teaspoon salt and
ing a piquant combination of pepper. Serve over salad.
sour cream, seasonings and
POTATO DILL SALAD
tart lemon Juice.
Yield: S cups
The second recipe bids fair
2 pounds small red potatoes
to become a favorite variation
Sesups sherd. cooked
O
poRtawe
of the ever-popular potato
salad. Green beans add a new
2 package. I 9-oz. each I frozen
color note, and the flavors, inpreen beans
cluding dill weed and sour
% cup white vinegar
cream dressing, are refresh2 teaspoons salt
ingly different, too
I teaspoon sugar
SUMMER GARDEN SALAD
I teaspoon dill weed
6 servinp
Freshly ground pepper to taste
SALAD:
3 hard-cooked eggs, chopped
cup white sinegar
14 cup chopped onion
% cup water
1 cup dairy *our cream

The dairy industry in the
United States today is' one of
the most modern of industries.
Many recent developments in
equipment and sanitary procedures help make milk one of
the,safest, high-quality foods
Among "best buys" both nutritionally and on a low costper-pound basis are Grade "A"
pasteurized milk and milk
products.
Even if milk costs 30 cents
a quart, this means the cost
of milk by the pound is only
about 15 cents. For a 12-to-15year old boy, a quart of milk
provides about 48% of his daily
recommended intake of protein- and milk protein is of
the highest quality; 82% of his
calcium; 28% of his vitamin
A; 100% of his vitamin D- if
the milk is fortified; 93% of
his riboflavin; 27% of his thi-

TO

trxrit

WE SALUTE THE DAIRY FARMER
We invite all area daity farmers to make BillingtcinForsee Tractor your headquarters for all farm 'needs,

Rms

LD

510 West Main
Murray, Ky.

The American people drink
more milk than any other beverage except water. Last year
each American. on the average, consumed daily the equivalent of almost 1.6 pounds of
milk - as milk, butter, cheese,
Ice cream, and other dairy
products. IA quart of milk
weighs 2 15 pounds

"trim
Ilarning'•
Passbooks

The
All

Purpose
Tractor

The Store That's on the Move
DeWitlerwe Mayfreld

All this for the price of one
quart of milk For its nutrients
alone, milk is a tremendous
bargain, but it also tastes good
and is almost universally enjoyed by all ages. Milk is nature's own convenience food
product: it's easy to serve "as
is" or as a great ingredient in
other foods.

To make sure those dairy dollars
are more
productive, open an insured Savings Account
with us Thanks to generous interest,
compounded regularly, your savings grow
faster.
You're ready . . . to take advantage of
opportunity, for s$111 greater financial
growth.
We are proud to salute, proud to
serve the Dairy Farmers of our
great community, who make every
mon of the year Dairy Month.
For Bigger Dairy Dollars, see Allen
Rose Or
Bruce Thomas

•HART-S AFFNEVI & MARX
and
•STYLEMART
•CLOTHES

• ARROW SHIRTS
•HIGGINS SLACKS
•
CATALINA
•RESISTOL HATS
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE
YOU

amine; 21% of his calories;
plus o_ther nutrient,s_in lesser
quantities.

Successful Dairy Farming
means getting the most from your herd,
your pasture and cropland - and your money.

•
• °

°Wilted' Appetites Respond to...

Modern Industry Acts
To Make Milk "Best Buy"

The pinkeye season will soon Higher cow to bull
ratios than
be upon us. There are several
things that you can do that might this may tend to reduce the calf
reduce the severity of this pro- crop or allow the calves ta come
over a long period of time. Hand
blem.
CONTROL FLIES: Fly control breeding during the early part
is extremely important! Spray- of the breeding season can exing or dipping is the most effec- tend your bull's use and is a good
tive way of controlling flies. check on his breeding performance. This is especially recomBack rubbers should also be
placed near water troughs, salt mended for young bulls going
boxes or in the shade where Into their first breeding season.
After you have determined that
Commissioner Miller said it
cattle congregate, Back rubbers
was his opinion consumers don't
can be constructed from burlap your bull is working, check to
buy what they need, thee buy
sacks and chain, cable or barb see that he is getting cows bred.
what they want, thus, "Dairying
wire. Spray mixtures are out- Identification numbers and heat
is defirdteis a buyer's market
lined in Misc. 280-E and direc- dates of the cows should be recorded and these cows should be
and dependent upon strong advertions for construction of back
tising."
rubbers in Misc. 807-B avail- checked closely again 18 to 23
able at the local office of the Uni- days later for signs of estrus.
IS YOUR
Commissioner Miller added a
versity of Kentucky Cooperative BREEDING BULL READY FOR
? A bull with long or
prediction to his praise of the
Extension Service.
Kentucky Dairy Industry:
CLIP PASTURES: Seed heeds sore feet should not be expected
"Unless the dairymen in other
or tall stubble in the pastures to do his best in the breeding
pasture. Long hooves should have
states follow the pattern set in
can irritate eyes of the calves,
Kentucky, where dairy farmers
Early clipping of pastures can been trimmed an corns between
and the Dairy
Industry lend
help prevent thisand allow clover the toes removed. Daily observetheir support to research and
and other legumes an opportunity tion of the bull and inapeetkie
promotion of milk and dairy proto compete with the fescue and or- of feet and legs will allow yaw
WHAT DO FARMERS DO
ducts, they will find the loss of
chard grass making for improved to catch problems before theybeWITH THEIR MONEY?
mans of their products to imicome too serious. Prompt attenpastures.
Well, here are some ways
tations and substitutes."
CHECK NUTRITION: The Vita- tion to sore feet or similar proIn which they spend It anmin A level should be adequate! blems may mean additional
nually:
Vitamin A is abundant in green calves next year.
• 81.4 billion for weed and
During the winter the bull
high growth in the spring. But in
insect control chemicals.
dry time there may not be enough should have had adequate, but
• $5 billion for new bujI4
palatable forage avai'able for the not excessive amounts, of feed
mites.
-eaff. Supplemental Vitamin A can supplemented with Ca, P, salt
be supplied through feed, salt, or and Vitamin A. Feeding may need
• $1.5 billion for gas, ell,
to be continued for young or exby Injection.
fuel, grease.
tremely thin bulls while in the
BREEDING FOR BEEF
• Ill billion for tractors.
CA LVISS-$$$, TH'E NUMBER breeding pasture. Salt,dicalcium
• $2 billion for impleof calves available from your phosphate or steam bone meal ments and equipment.
herd for sale is the most im- should be available to both the
portant factor in determining the bull and the cows at all times.
$1.8 billion for fertilizer.
INCOME from your cow-calf op- Fresh clean water is a must for
• $5 billion lisestoek and
eration. The job that your HERD healthy cattle.
pan Itr, fired.
ARE YOUR COWS READY TO
BULL does now will, therefore,
And like all other folks
greatly determine the PROFIT BE BRED? All cows should be in
everywhere, they also buy
a gaining condition during the
you make next year.
clothes, furniture, appliIS YOUR BULL POWER ADE- breeding season. This is the naances and all the other
QUATE'? The number of cows tural condition if your cows were
things people need, inthat each bull can be expected wintered economically and then
cluding food, in their local
to breed is determined by his age placed on lush spring pastures.
stores.
and the way he was managed Remember, dry cows are often
through the winter. An 18 month harder to get settled than heft.
old bull should not be expected ers or cows that are milking.
percent of their disposable into breed more than 12W 15 cows; So, consider either buying a foscome for food - in 1950, 22 2
a three year-old bull, 30-25 cows, ter calf to replace each dead
percent; and in 1967, only 17.7
and a mature bull, 25-35 cows. calf or keeping an extra heifer
percent. If U.S. consumers in
and selling the dry cow.

As
Low
as
1995.00
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3-7921
7th & Broadway
- Mayfield, Ky.

$AVIN•S AND LOAN OFFICE

BIIIINGTIJ
N-FORS[[ TRACTIIR CO., INC.
Highway 94
Ph. 753-2532
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SHE DAIRY FARMERS

and SPREADER SERVICE

mad Oar Help Is Ready!
Enrich feed growing and grazing land
with our power-packed fertilizers. We fit
the fertilizer to the soil . . to provide
needed nutrients in the right amounts
. . to produce more and better feed.
better pasturage,too. Low-cost Spreader
Service.

THUR
MOND FEED MILL
South Second Street
753-2281

Fresh dairy products, like
other luscious perishables,owe
much of their appeal to that
freshness. Here are some hints
on how to keep them at their
peak of flavor, texture and

products — buttermilk, sour unsalted butter is more Suscream, yogurt, cottage cheese, ceptible to Change than salted
cream cheese — is the lame butter.
as that for milk and cream.
If yours IS a small houseRefrigerate at 40"F and return hold, you'll be glad to know
to the refrigerator quickly af- that butter does freeze well at
appearance.
ter use.
0*F for several months, wrap-.
In general, remember the
For maximum flievor enjoy- ped in airtight, moisture- and'
three C's — kee_p /real dairy nven-t,
these products,- VHF
,- vapor-proof tot:Mainers or maprodUe'Weleisn, cold and cov- should be used
within three to terial.
ered. They're delicately flaCHEESE
four days.
vored and tend to absorb odors
The keeping period for
Freezing? It's not recomof other foods unless properly
mended for buttermilk, sour cheese varies with the variety.
stored.
cream, yogurt or creamed cot- Refrigerate cheeses at 40'7, .
,
MILK AND CREAM
tage cheese, but plain, un- tightly wrapped. Serve at
Milk and cream should be creamed cottage cheese freez- about room temperature, alprotected from light exposure, es fairly satisfactorily in tight- lowing only the amount you
too,
to prevent loss of flavor ly sealed containers. Cream need immediately to warm up.
4Pasteurized process cheese,
and riboflavin, one of milk's cheese freezes well if tightly
important vitamins.These Vivo wrapped and thawed slowly in foods and cheese spreads may4i
be kept at or below 70°1s beproductS shauld be refriger- the refrigerator.
fore opening — afterwards,
ated immediately at 40°F after
Bt.
TTER
refrigerate them. Hard and
you bring them home from the
Elaine Marie Blootre, 19, Bradenton, Florida, American Dairy
Prin- store or
To enjoy butter at its best, semi-hard cheeses freeze fairce= for 19611145, salute* June Dairy Month with her
the milkman delivers
favorite them
"nustener cosier"— milk. Elaine, who's been using
Return them to the refrigerate immediately at ly well. Wrap them tightly (in
1/2,000
40°F or lower in Its original one-pound or smaller pieces
astkialnratip sword 10 attend Manatee Junior College,her
will crown refrigerator right after every wrapper and
carton, kept for fast freezing) in moistureher seeeeseer ia Chicago in July.
use.
For best flavor and fresh- closed. only enough butter for and vapor-proof materials
ness, they should be used two days use should be kept Thaw slowly in the refrigerwithin three or four days. In the butter conditioner.'Rit- ator. Freezing is not recomFreezing isn't recommended ter should be returned to the mended for soft cheeses.
for milk or cream—but, if you refrigerator in a covered dish
ICE CREAM
do freeze them, thaw slowly. between meals.
You can keep ice cream and
Butter will keep several ice milk in firm, frozen conCULTURED MILK ITEMS
weeks with the proper han- dition in the freezer at 0°F or
Handling for cultured milk dling — but,
Written by M. C. Garrott
remember that below up to a month.
James L. Pryor
terial would be required. To ferA ic ultural Agent IC RH
tilize without a soil test could
More than 110 Future Farmers
be as costly. Today every farof America and 4-H Club memmer has access to
A griculttuol limestone and fee- service. I believe, soil testing
bers from throughout Western
howe‘er, it is
tiii
ze
roe
r
on
mendations
lased. very important that
Kentucky warmed up for statethe test reon
a
reliable
soil
test
is
one of sults be discussed with the farwide contests by participating
the
moat
importaut
essentials mer, so that requirements will
In a special Livestock Judging in
dairying. Throughout the
School Tuesday at Murray State many aviculture' agenciesyears be better understood.
have
FOR BRINGING US FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS
It is also
University.
Americans are not the
promoted this phase of dairying, something of impqrtant to know
the
history
of
the
world's most conspicuous conA large number of adults'aLso apd it is still often left out of fields
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
being tested. Most tests
sumers of dairy foods — far
took part in the judging events;6,.ttle farming program.
will give you a reaction if rock
To me fertilizing the coming phosphate has
from it.
which were held at the Livestock
ever been added
That championship goes to
Pavilion on the University's farm crop without a soil test is much to the farm. This should betaken
the same as milking the same into considerat
the Finns. In milk equivaion when making
under the pint sponsorship of the herd year after
year and never phosphate reesfillais
lent, they eat and drink 1,513
dithaas.
Kentucky Livestock
Improve- weighing scow s milL This leaves
pounds of dairy products each
464111118111
High
CliigiitX
lime1,
ment Association, the Coopera- the dairyman always guessing.
per year. The Irish aren't far
stone is a must for
tive Extension Service of the just how much should this cow ture and especially all agriculbehind—their average is 1,358
dairying. AlUniversity hi Kentucky and Mur- have at feeding time, or spread falfa, out most valuable rough- pounds.
about so much agriculture lime- age, must have a
ray State University.
pH of about 7
The US. ranks only 16th of
stone antis back 40. It has never in order to thrive.
Fine, high
17 nations listed. Americans
Trophy winners in the various been limed.
qiality agriculture limestone is consume
584 pounds apiece
classes were:
Each crop that is to be grown the most economica
l material each year.
Junior Swine Judging: Joe D. requires a little different treat- used on the farm. It will
give
The U.S. figure includes an
31ass, Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn., ment. Excessive /MUMS Cd. ag- more dollars returned per dolriculture limestone and fertili- lar
invested
with 195 points. Adult Swine Judthan other plant annual per,capita milk conser would be wasted under cer- foods when needed.
Now the big sumption of 31.4 gallons —
ging: Alva Bennett, vocational tain crops,
while insufficient a- question is, when is limestone ahead of coffee (26 gallonsJ ,
THE BIGGEST TRUCE ITS 'SIZE ..
agriculture teacher at Ohio Coun- mounts under other crops would
.
needed and how much? The only tea (7.9 gallons) and soft
ty High School, Hartford, with be just as disastrous.
way is with a soil test. If it is drinks Ile 1 gallons).
DATSU
N!!
197 points,
No home builder wouldanempt needed buy the best
Americans eat 4.8 pounds of
material
Junior _Beef Cattle Judging: building a house without a plan that is available regardless af butter per person a
year —
Bobby Baird, Route 1, Unkotown, and knowing just how much ma- cost.
compare that with 40.3 poqnds
with 195 points. Adult Beef Cattle
for Finns.
Judging: Ray Fowler, vocational istian County, with 97 points.
agriculture teacher at Lyon Co- Adult Beef Judging: Bruce Kell,
unty High School, Ecidyvllle, with Hopkinsville.
193 points.
Junior Sheep Judging: Eddie
This AM the second
Baird, Oak Grove, Route 1, Chr- ' school sponsored by the KLIA
for the purpose of providing additional training for vo ag, FFA
and 4-H Club members planning
on entering statewide contests
and to develop among the adults
capable judges for local fairs
and livestc>ck shows. An earlier
school was held in Lexington in
April.

Livestock
Judging
School Held Soil Testing Is Most
Essential To Dairying

ur Hats are OFF
to Our Friends...
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Follow Rule of'3-Cs'to Keep Delicately*
FlavoredDairyFoodsatPeakFreshness

Elaine, dark-blonde and
The moment she'd like mast
It's been the year she
blue-eyed, has attended Man- to forgot is quickly called
to relined as the 14th American
atee Junior College for the mind, too. Elaine's official duDairy Princesa, "First Lady"
past two years. Previously, at ties have Included snipping
of the multi-billion dollar
Southeast High School In many an "opening" ribbon. On
13. dairy industry, and chief
liradenton, she gained royal one such occasion, the cereexperience and poise as Miss monial scissors was not only "speaker-up" for milk.
A big job for a le-year-old
Southeast Court, Miss Cinder- ready but painted gold. The
college sophomore? Perhaps,
ella and Desota Princess.
only catch; it wouldn't cut the but as .the daughter of
one
After serving as Florida ribbon. After several futile —
&AMAMI...and Liter to
Dairy Princess for a year,
and embarrassing — tries, others, Elaine knows
the dairy
won the national crown in Elaine had to cast aside the business.
Her parents, Mr. and
July, 1968, over 28 other con- specially prepared scissors and Mrs.
Robert F. Moore of Bradtestants in a competition resort to•plain chrome model enton,
Florida, have a mixed
sponsored lig the American with sharper edges.
herd of 500 cattle producing
Dairy Assodation.
Elaine will give up her 5,180,000 pounds of milk a year
Bilawasa arisoi and her offi- American Dairy Princess crown on their
330-acre dairy farm.
cial &Aft as American Dairy to a successor in Chicago this
Her three
isas July. One thing she will not have followed older brothers
in their father's
time Mimi mait
roar for give up. though — her strictly footsteps (a younger
brother
bse-Saissila
:unofficial and enthusiastic
— rid
is stIllin collegei,and her sisconsumption of dairy foods: ter is married
to a dairyman.
three glasses of milk a day and
the cottage cheese, butter and
Ice cream she loves!
Elaine Marie Moore's memories of the past year include
meeting the President, running into difficulties with a recalcitrant scissors, and keeping very busy indeed.

fr-tili2gobrirs

velfiltat

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Dairy industry's Pretty First Lady
Has Busy Year 'Speaking Up'for Milk

^

_

_

01.

Finns Leaders
In Dining On
Dairy Foods

Assisting him were: Dr. M. D.
Whiteker, state extension swine
specialists, Lexington; Dr. Cur.
tis Asher, state beef cattle specialist, Princeton, Charles Scherer, area swine specialist, Princeton; and Bobby Ray Toms,
registered Hampshire breeder,
Campbellsville.
Trophies were presented to the
winners by Dr. Charles Eastin,
Lexington, president of the Kentucky Livestock Improvement
Association.

We take great pleasure in saluting our Dairy Farmers and
local Dairy industry. We thank
them for helping us safeguard
your precious health.
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STOKES TRACTOR .
.
& IMPLEMENT_ CO. :
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753-1319
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BUY NOW! BEAT THE 5% PRICE
1 LY 4thll
•
IN .Z

GOODIpIrPEAR

GOOD,TYEAR

TOP QUALITY FEATURES..,
LOW, LOW PRICE/

SUPER PULLING POWER FOR
ROUGH TRACTOR WORK

TRIPLE RIB
R/S FRONT
TRACTOR
TIRE.

"TRACTION
TORQUE"
Your best buy
114g
in the economy
f474
price class!
• New Rugged Rim
Shield protects lower .
stdewall
• Deep wade center rib
for easy steering
• Exclusive tripletempered nylon cord

04.`t`
,, • -

Chu
Wor

We invite all area dairy farmers to make
Goodyear your central headquarters for
all farm, truck and passenger tire needs.
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of Western Kentucky!
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Dairy Industry
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Lassiter-McKinney Datsun, Inc.

The state 4-H Club Livestock
judging contests will be beldJely
9 at the Coldstream Farm near
Lexington, while the FFA contestants will compete at the State
Fair in Louisville in August,
In charge of the Murray school
was Dr. G. L. M.(Monty) Chappell, extension sheep specialist
at the University of Kentucky.
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CONGRATULATIONS ...
DAIRY FARMERS!!

1
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bVE SALUTE
THE DAIRY
FARMER
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OTHER SIZES
LOW PRICED Too

Angle braced
legs built to
resist twisting
and tearing

• Triple-tempered Permacord nylon cord
body - built to t•Ine rugged punishment
• Heavy-duty rim shield of tough rubber
for added protection against roots.
rocks S stubble
• Long. slow rite of weer- because the
lugs get wider as they wear,

FREE MOUNTING!
BUY NOW!
USE OUR EASY
BUY NOW on our
PAY PLAN
Easy Pay Plan!

BILBREY'S
210 MAIN

PHONE
753-5617
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butter is more suschange than salted

SCOTTS (MOVIE BAPTIST enrnen
Has. Leo. Peale& Paster
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:10 pm
Evening Worship
7110 p.tn
Wednesday Service
7:30 p.m.
`lady Barnett O.S. Sept.. Paul Wayne
Garrison, training Caton Director.

••••

"

•••
•••••,.
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s is a small house'11 be glad to know
.r does freeze well at
veral months, wraptight, moisture- and
Of Containers or maCHEESE
!eping period for
7ies with the variety.
.e cheeses at 407.
'rapped. Serve at
m temperature, ally the amount you
ediately to warm up._
lzed process cheesier.,
cheese spreads mayvt
t or below 70°P beer-ling - afterward/,
e them. Hard and
cheeses freeze fairrap them tightly (in
I or smaller pieces
eezing) in moisture3r - proof materials.
arly in the refriger-ming is not recomor soft cheeses.
g
CE CREAM
keep ice cream and
n firm, frozen conthe freezer at 0°F or
to a month.
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SOH= PLIMEMST
0150V1
SKIRRHAL&ISS PRISSIS
YYZJIcausca
sovv. no Waver,
war
lthind&Y School
10.00 asn.
Monalag Worship
11:00 a.m.
4reople
6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.

HURRAY CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 13th and Plainview
Jame* 5. Hester, Minister
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Evangelistic Service
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Prayer
Service
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
/SHOVAH'S WITNILSSICS
TEMPLE HILL
UNITED spernoprev carme
107 North Fourth Street
n
Hee. A. H. Tiheasaa Paster
George R. Readarra
Watchtower Study .... 10:30 a.m Preaching:
Finn and Third Sundays at
11 a.m.
Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am. Preachi
ng:
Bible Study Tuesday ... 7:20 p.m
Ind and 4th
•Ministry School Friday . 7:30 p.m. Sunday SchoolSunday. at 9:30 a.m.
at alternate times
Service Meeting Friday .
each Sunday.
p.m.
111C8SRLLs CHAPEL
elIVENTIR DAY ADVSN
UNITED METHODIST CHURC
TIST
H
CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Thema., Pastor
15th & Sycamore
Preachhag:
Travis timith, pastor
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m.
Sabbath School
.... 1:00 pm Preaching:
Worship Service
tad and 4th Sundays at 11
2:00 p.m
a.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
IT. JOHN'S gPistorox.
Each Sunday
CHURCH
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
.111de at Broach Street
SAT. Hebert Dereben, View
METHODIST CHURCH
(Formerly New Hope and Sulphur
/Services Each Sunday at
Springs Charehee)
11:15 a.m.
Holy Communion Each Sunday
Johaeoa Easley, Pastor
Church School
at 7:30 cm.
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
GO/WM ILL1110D
11:00 a.m
le T
Methodist Youth Fellowship
cau1SCH
Meeting
Desele S. Wheatley.
6:00 p.m.
pastier
CHURCH riF ',revs eins,
?MA and Third
sT
Suaday
OF LATTER-DAT SAINTS
libmigay School .... s:
10:00
(Merinos)
likerning Service .
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
beosad and Fourth .11:00
Sunday.:
Sunday School
10:00- am.
Elleday School
10:uv
'Sacram
ent Meeting .. 7:00 p.m.
a.m.
Methodist Youth
Phone 763-4243
Ponowehlp
4:16 p.m.
CHESTNUT STREET
Waraidp Barrios
7:00 p.m,
TARSILNACC.115---=.&rim onors(Peateeeetal Chere& or nos
11ISTMODI3T CHURCH
Of &merles)
'
Deena,P. Wheehey.
Cherry & Chestnut
poster
raft awl Third
Sunday
.:
Rev.
Jahn
W.
De
Water, Paster
--Ellasehip Service
0:46 a.m. Sunday School
s
10:00 A.M.
Se.hool
10:16 a.m. Morning Worship .... 11:00 A.M.
1014Mialnd Fourth .
'
Sunday:
Evening
Worship
7:30 P.M.
, School .... 10:00
it.m. Wed. Prayer Meeting
19 Serviss
7:30 P.M.
11:00 ant. Friday P.Y PA
7:10 P.M.
SOLE*/ CAMP (MOUN
D
WEST
MURRA
CHURC
Y
H
111332•1I0pysT curne
z
•
OF CHRIST
PIM iluiadays
!loath 13th Street
illtatlai SENN
•wle Melee. preacher
hand &Yin,: .... 10:00 a.m.
Services'
Sunday Sand ....
10:00
a.m.
MIAs Study - 1000 LEL
Worship Service
... 11:00 a.m. lismilay
Third Sunday:
Weediest
1010..a.
Sunday S,I,40/
coo an.
10 - 00 ail. Isoder Weed*,
rsarth Sunday Meameday Bible Study - 700 p.m.
Worship Servis.
1:45 gm% Fee information or toovevemnim
Sunday School ....
Sun Y10-11006 or 710-TIO0
10:46 ans.
MY)' Sunday
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
7.00
p.m.
(2nd and 4th
Sundays)
Fifth mid Maple Streets
735 & Poplar
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson. Jr., peels,
irmretcH OF iHRIP
Church School
T
11:4110.-Sa
Br*. 010 Threat.
Morning Worship
evaday
3:46 & 107
:10 am.
Bible School
Jr. & Sr. Fellowship
6:31 p.m.
Womble Hour . . 9:46 a.m.
10:40 cm. Evening WOrahlir
7:011 p.m.
Iheming Worehtp
6:00 p.m.
ETHESRY BAPTIST CHURCH
WedissiidaY
Rev. David Br:Leber. mister
Midlosok Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 am.
EINKNEY UNITED
Morning Wbrehip
11:00 am.
METHODIST CHURCH
Teething Union
640 p.m.
Zee. Charlet A. Daaey, pester
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Church School
10:00 a.m W1)..dnesday Ntght
6110 p.m
Worship Service:
GAMIN
11 - 00 am. & 7:00 psta
PLAIN CHURCH
Youth Fellowship:
OF CHRIST
Doan Cratehnoldt
... let Sun. & 3rd Wed. evening
atinister
SlUldlly Bible Study
Bible Study
10:00 a.
7:00 p.m. Morning Worship
Evening Services 30 minutes later
1046 a.m
lemming Worship
7:00
during Summer months.
Wed. Bible Study
9•Sli ci
NEW CONCORD
. APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN
Carnes OF CHRIS
T
TEMPLE

1111111111011111

NORTEIIIIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
MIZE
CESAR RL A ND
PRESBYTERIAN
Randolph Allem. Pastor
.•••
Jerry Graham, Sunday School Supt.
liehert H. Bates, pastor
day School
10:00 a.m. Son as School
.... 10:00 a•m
china
11:00 am. Worship Service
11:00
asSA944Li RIVES SAr eta T
1:00 p.m
it au kI Evening Service
Prayer Meeting Wed
7:00 p.m.
Highway 414, New Concord, Ky.
Sunday Evening Singing
6:30 p.m.
Rev. Amber& Neee, raster
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday illebool
10:00 a. m.
CHURCH-7 Morning Worship
m.
Route
- Peottortews
Evening Worship
6:10 p.
Run dAy SC4 u••I
10:00 a.m.
Max Aadenerne, fleaday Selmer dupl.
Morning Worship ...
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
1:00 p.m.
Evening Yhorship
6:30 VTR.
Male Street at 10th
Wed.
Prayer
Meeting
7:00 p.m•
Norman Culpepper. pastor
Dial-A-Devotion
763-4411
MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
9:40 Lin
PREsISYTSRI&N CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:60 am
Morning Worship ..-.-:.... -rnotr a.m.
Training Union:
Sunday Night Fervice
7:00 p.m
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
(Sept.-March)
6:30
and third Sur
,
ley
(April-Aug.)
6:20
Evening Worship:
(Sept.-March)
4:30 pm
LOCUST GROVE
(April-Aug.)
CHURCH OF THE N tZARENE
7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting:
Kirksey. Kentucky
linbert Robinson, minister
Each Wednesday
7:20
Sunday School
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
10:00 a.m.
11:00
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH Morning WOrShIP
supday
Night
Service
..
7:00
Rev. Billy Gallissere pester
•
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
FIRST BAPTIST (IIILIRCEL
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
- 6:30 p.m. Sunday IL C. Chiles. pastor
School
9:30
Wednesday Youth
-Morning Worship
10:46
Fellowship
1:00 p.m. Training Union
6:00
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
h:ven. Worship (Broadcast) 5:00
Rev.Willie Johns
pastor
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday..7:30
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Billy Roberts. Supt.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Ill N. Fifth Street
Training Isnion
William M. Porter, greeter
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
Donnie Chapman. Director
9:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
•
'10:30 a.m.
7:20 p.m. Worship Hour
Wednesday Service
7:00 p.m.
7:00 13.m. Even tng Service
('hi Rho Fellowship
ELEASANT VALLEY Carsten
5:30rp.m.
CYFi' Fellowshin
5:00 pin.
OF CHRIST
Men'e
Fellows
hip
..
third
Wednes
day
Murray-Pottertown Road
-rwr Gen Meet.
third
Tuesday
Bra James West. atiedster
Bible Study
10:00 a.m. '
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
MorninS_ W211.h111.....• -.11 00 BY- .
PRIMBYTERIAlif CHURCH
Evening Worship
6:00 iews.,„
Rev. 13111.11•30. pastor
NEW PNOVTDENCII
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Woreniti
CHURCH OF MUST
11:00 am
441,,otng Wnrehtn •
7.00 urn
,
Nuriney:Johnny Date. rellelehre
UNION GROVE CHURCH
Sunday School
OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
Story Myers. minister
Evening Classes
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
Evening Service
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday:
Mid-Week Bible Study:
Bible Class
Wednesday ,
m.
7:00 n.m.
7 p.m.
Singing
SYMAST/111. MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
SAXER BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
daysfi.
Sunday
Bro.
n0
0rs
0ihip
Thomas Fortner, pastor
10:00 a.m
Morning
1140
0 amm.maunorndajg School
10:00 a.m.
Training Union
N‘orship
11:00 Lan.
Evening Worship
InE Union
7
0 pin.
7:
:
6
00
0:30 p.m.
P'En. E% en
Prayer Service
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wedn day Evening
SINKING{ SPRINGS BAPTIST
Prayer Service
T:00 p.m.
CHURCH

,
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he Book says this earthy body must die IF it is to five

How cheerfully the farmer plants his corn! He knows it
must die, but he also knows that 'death' is part of the
process of life. Immediately after the wed is Mined in
mother earth, all the ministries of God are set in
motion to work a miracle. For it is said, that to make one little
yellow grain, requires the sunshine and the rain. ihr
*ducted riches of the

and God. It mail the miracle

GI Life. The hull rots and falls away much like the
•outs of a mall being rebticti of God. It is the Lord's way of
carrying on His creative process to multiply the sustenaoce

1=:

tm, Inc.

MIS CHURCH

.4.1•4

00.

•••

ro

UR 10E BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Has. I. D. Wheets. psalm
susalar 80bo°1
9:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
8unctay Nigro
Training Union
6:16
Worship Service
7:00
1109090111
T:011

IT. LSO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Rev. Hartle 104,01egly, _Reedier
-1m.711-.a.m. and
4:80 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
01•^0 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

of both man and beast. Then thank God for life that
is born of death. The fruit of summer and of autumn
waits upon this death-to-life miracle of a good
God.fn a lebovitMoul waits to be used of his Lord. Then.
Mom asp° death .. what seems so is transition.
Come with me to church this week
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10,00 Lin.
•
Re7.'llitehorTDehre'L'Z'Selt
-51
.,..,_
rn5rshrt3 a Preaching . In - 'cn a Yr Sunday 8(4%001
'. ... 10 an
.v'erallf Worship
.:NIVICRISITY ( nriten OF (HEIST
_. 7:60 p.m. Sunday Evening2iiiimiii,
'
g .. 7 pm.
SPRING C,IRESIE BAPTIST ctn.:Zen
106 North 15th Street
Wed. Svening Worship .... 7 p.m.
DM' Manes
SWIM Miller. milliager
7110 o os
ELM 0.RoVS1 BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School ..... .... 10 :00 am. Bible Study
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITSD
9:40 e:m.
morning Worshi
morning Worship
1.1e. A. Farmer, pester
METHODIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m. EN..n mg Worship ... ... 10:34 a.m.
1c,:o0 a.m. Training Union
p
Maud," School
6:00 p.m
Jelomea Easley, Peeler
. '7:00 0.M. Mid-Week
6,0,7 p.m. Evening Worship
Thames UISIOD
7:I p.m
Worship Service
6:00 P.m Thursda (Colleg
9,30 am. Worship
y
e
Student
nuirch School
1i:00
a.nt.
and 7:ifu p.m. "
10:40 am. weguisthLy .
6d• Service°
7:30 P.m'
Desotional) .. .... ... 6:A5
7:00 p.m.
Pan.

w•ermaday

s to make
lers for
ire needs.
oRICE

Murray Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division
Holmes Ellis, Gen. Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN

Phone 7834882

R FOR
RK

braced
ruilt to
twisting
oaring

Herman K. Ellis
J.W. You .

Scarborough Plumbing &
Elec.
Your Authorised Myers Pump Dealer
Sales - Service - Parts
Mayfield Highway
Phone 753-5543
•

.

GOOD"99

1113 Sycamore

753-7101

Cheer

Hamburgers- Chicken Pit Barbeque
Shakes - Splits - Sundae
s
1206 Chestnut St.
Phone 753-8082

Lock Shop

and Office

Furniture

Crimson

Murray Livestock
Company

Robert Young
Wm. E. Dodson

SERVICE Xig..0 PARK RENTAL
MILIE EAST OF MURRAY
HwY 93.
OFFICE RN 753.6665
Gu._ G Hossoct
HOmr r•-) 436.5800

• Dairy

-we Specialise In Hot PH Parbeina"

Phone 753-8220

Phone 753-5334

J01.41.1 D GI..0C.A.,.
- 753-2985

(It

PAM!

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.

New 8. Used

SALES.

Kentucky rried tkickte.-Hale

Owens Food Market
THE BEST IN CHOICE STEAKS

Murray
Pnestcn Han

Mobile Homes
& David Carter, owners

Ward

Bitterest

Phone 753-3640

Safeway

Peck
'
s Upholstery Shop
Wm. A. Jones - Ovmer

Hazel Lumber Company

& Elkins

0

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street
Phone 753-1713

"Quality Homes at Reaaenable Prices"

"We Treat You

The Year0 "

Hazel, Kentucky

Phone 492-8131

Furniture - Antiques
Restird
Seat Covers - Tops
We Pick Up and Deliver
520 South 4th
phone 753-740

4_

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-1933

Corvette

Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue - 1 Blk. E. of 8. 12th - Phone 753-1489

iz,

Cain & Treas Moto
r Sales

MIKII9CESI
MOTORS

Ambassador - Rebel - Ramble
r
Top Quality Used Cars
i
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

A

- Used Cars - Minor Repairs
• • Day 753-5862
Night 753-3548

Phone 763-2202

1415 Main Street

South 12th Street

Drive-In
Phone 753-7992

..J

Phone..253-3617

Sholar
'
s

Murray Wholesale

Lines

Daily Service to Memphis and St Louis
Phone 753-1717

Claude

Auto

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Repair

West Ky. Rural Electric

Complete Auto and Truck Service

Grocery Co.

--TO? So "lith

Truck

Co-Operative Corp.
l'huite 753-501 2

Phone 753-1751

•

Otte Mile North on Highway 641
Phone 0753-9C64 - 753-411711.--4753-71511

Rose
'
s Wheel Alignment
Wheel Bearings - Tires - Tire Balancing
Mufflers ,
3rd & Olive

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

Indoor Comfort Center

Massey -Ferguson - --e Sales & Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Division of Freed Cothatn Co., Ink.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Phone 753-48.32

',REECE'S THE STAG SHOPi

.

Daniel Boons
(i1)(1:400/Citi,

753-1351

The Ledgers& Times

,
FRIEND

Company

Oil
14-Hour Service

Vaughn

Plumbing and Heating
Commercial and Residential
Rep.ir. At Installation - Gas & Sewer
501 No. 4th
Phone 753-6168

Shirley
A

FRIEND

.N14).4Cie

Boon'
e s Incorporated

A FRIEND

"Where Sales and Service Go Together"

Paschall

,

.
Gulf Service

,J.,„

Bowling At Its isest - Fine Food

Five Points

Cain & Taylor

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Palace

.
,

Lana, Inc.

s

CHICKEN - BEEF - SHRIMP - FISH - HAM
Open 7 Days - 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
• Chestnut Street i next to Capri4

753-4334

far

Florist

Flowers for All Occasions
. Member F.T.D.
502 N 4th sc.
753-3251

•

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

1409 Main Street

Sunday School
10:00 am WEST FORS Bovines. CHURCH
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Rev. Heyward Zobertapastor
6:30 p.m.Sunday School
Tra r.:ng Union
10:00 S-171
Evening lVorship
1:30 p.m. Morning Worship
11:00
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m Training Union
-1:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
•
11:30 P.m.
Prayer Service
HAZEL BAt TIST CHURCH
Wednesday
R. Wlehe.t r. leselar
•,7.10 OIL
Sunday- Scnool
9:16 a.m.
WA THAN CHAPS& onshiP
11:00 at&
4t.
A.M.E. CHURCH
Training
6:30 p.m.
300
East Mulberry Street
Evening 1*,,ashlis
7:10 p.m.
Wednesday Set .ce
9:45 a.m.
7:30 p.m. Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 cm
UMITIED ..N..COSTAL
Evening Worship
7:00
p.m.
(Mtlt.cM
Wednesday
New Ounourd on Hwy. 444
Teacher Training
5:30 p.m.
Kills G. Campbell. pasta,
Prayer Service
7:30 parr
Bible Study
A.C.E. League
Wed. 7:30 pm
8:00 p.m.
Sunday School
• 10:00 am.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHUSC
Morning Worst]ip
11 - 00
H
Doyle M. Webb. pastor
CHERRY CORNER DAPTIas
South 16th and Glendale Road
CIUORCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
orabip Service
11:00 am.
iluaday School
10:00 am-Sunday night
7:30 p.m
Worship Service
11:00 2.m Dia Week Service
7.34 p.m.

Melugin
"7!, .:N .

Outboard

Marline

i
i•

Trenhohn
'
s Drive-In
Denny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of -$210 or more
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

'
Johnson Outboard Motors - Beats & Trailers
.,
' • 201 So. 7th
Phone 753-3734

Campus Casual Shop, Inc.
Keret of California - Taira - Cu, Lob - L'A
Won
Do Mani - Vicky vabon and Accessories
100 North 15th
Phone 753-2895

'"-.Calloway County Soil
Improvement Ass
'
n
Serving larm_Eamilles Since 1936
Iliclustrial Road
Phone 753-2924

Tubbs Studio
Charles Tubbs - Photai
rs0bev
43't110. 13th
For AiMotramenc call 753-3007
,

1

.•

.**

laser -

•

•••••

'
rsrihr

LalAIMMO
•
•

•

TRI LiDOSIS

vir

this street width. The street on the possible isms or par,
will then turn eastward and go chase of a computer for the
to 641 North. This part of the city. This has been under disfraselltused Prom Pap 1)
street will again be thirty feet_ evasion for some months by the
am. Expenses oi the system This later leg of the street ad- council.
ago $14,859 less than iast year. loins Murray Siete University
The computer would be used
MI came about primarily be- property which is to be developin preparing city tax bills and
sere of the larger base the ed into a stadium complex so probably for some type of comWINO is working on. If the it is liatt that this will be widen- bined billing of local utilities.
a large summer Vied ed lase to forty feet.
Local utilities are now preparof 1/114 thse the rele fer the
The Pluming Co/materiel' ing bills themselves or having
egoism k bower kr whit 8 uses stalled tie ragmat earlier this therm prepared, on an individla the winter time. awn* aid egkirmed it and re- ual basis.
The system has ISM reitilleat- eaneenidn' I that the council
After further study the counVial customers as compared to prove the request. The council cil will decide as to what should
Mt--yeer.--it Ikea
•--ttr view -thy-lerty- feet be eke* easieerairig the AVM&
mereial customers as compar- requirement for the arose InThe council approved resoned to 418 last year, and 11 inleg Westview Nursing Home lot
*Oriel teastuners The Bram
The council voted to join in from R-2 to R-4, on recommenNM gam gas for the past ft.- with Chutes Ryan in a law suit dation of the Murray Planning
ad yew than it purchased in in Calloway Circuit Court styled Commission.
the istuale fiscal year.
as -Charles B. Ryan, at al vs
City Clerk Stanford Andrus
Bonds outstanding for the Jerry Stallon, et ux". This law reported that privilege license
system amount to $900,000.
suit alleges that City Ordinance collections this year, to date, aRichard Tuck, Chairman of
4•1 is being violated by Ms mounted to $43,474.40 comparAka Natural Gas Committee of
on who owns. car cleanup ed with $41,357 lest year. See
said that the gas mid body shop on the Glendale of city automobile stickers this
imams was an outstanding us. Rod across from Whitnell Sub- year, to data, amounts to 6003,
ornimetioa and lauded Warts *dais,. His property extends compared
to 5891 last year.
Oman. Superintendent of the raw* from Dogwood East
to
Mayor Ellis reported that the
system for his managerial sha- Darmed West on the North
139 new type parking meters
ky, the good public retailed,
aids ef Glendale Road.
should be in ty July 12. Twelve
and the good employee
1412the meters will be pedaled
AilW suit alleges that Mr. Stol- of
ions.
red and will register ass
len
expanding
the
"non-conTbskoouncil ace0550111ha mei
hour. These special meteorwill
It report and corepthneeted Da. finale/ use" of this business by
placed at critical points. •
ran and his -employees on the blecktopping an area allegedly be
Dale Thorn, employee of the
outstaridiag lob of operating larger than the area which wage
Murray Sanitation System was
the wet= over the past fiscal formerly gravelled. The ordinance states that a non-conform- leveted to the position of drivyear.
r with increased pay.
Edward Shroat appeared be- ing business may not expand in
Chief of Police James Brown
fore the council to apply for a we or scope. Mr. Stallon claims
ported that the new police
waiver of a city regulation re- that he is within his legal rights A.
had arrived,
quiring a forty foot street ia in the matter. The suit will be !stalled and were inhad been ingood operin
Circuit
Court
new developments. This street heard
before
tins condition.
.
go to the
C
Ire
Li
t
Judge
Jasnes
Lassiter.
will
property
located north of the Dairy Cheer
Mr. Ryan developed the prorestaurant on Chestnut Street petty and lives across Glendale VD
rieture
411111••• from deett Drug.
Read from the business.
NEW
YORK (UPI) There is a igace for a thirr
The annual tax /ray ordinance
Wks' strereirka-eme Ola-pentet eorthe- first reading. Medical experts of the American
the Dairy Cheor.lhe a ikon The tat levies are the same AS Social Health Assn, said there is
of 210 feet. Ilk to he a me&
lb- last year. This ordinance is pub- a possibilitz syphilis can "be
ward direction. Fret tie paha lished elsewhere in today's 'eradicated by 1972. '
1
to the end of the nand pew Ledger and Times.
On the other hand, doctors
ty, still going north for DM
Duff Erwin was renamed as a said gonorrhea has 'gotten oat'
feet. the street will be forty
r of the Murray-Calloway of hand" across the nation and
feet wide with Mr. Shroat
continues to increase.
y Hospital Commission.
rng ten feet to the city to Mks A lengthy- discussion was held
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

k
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centrated, homogenised, fortified with vitamin D, sealed
in cans and heat-sterilised to
keep without refrigeration.
Cooks find it a handy shelf
item. Napoleon would have
loved it.

Origin ofEvaporatedMilk Traced to Napoleonic Era
Because uaa army travels MI
Its stesaaela"Itagideke awed
a peke et111111 trams he MS
to anyone wino soft Ent a
satisfactory method et panserving food.

Is was 15 years before an
obscure Paris confectioner
named Nicholas Appert was
awarded the prise. He had discovered that he could keep
foods for long periods by cook-

log them, sealing them air- cality of concentrated milk.
tight and then cooking them
Swiss- born dairymen in Illionce again.
nois perfected the machinery
4nwArt's evaporated milk was
and techniques for processing
a far cry from today's, but he
evaporated milk as we know
had demonstrated the practi- It.
Today It's pasteurized, con-

Abbi•'N Slats

Bauxite is the principal ore of
aluminum.
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FOR ME FOR SURE :rAts-4` AT
MY AGE IT AIN'T LIKELY
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BE BACK WITH
MY OLD
OUTFIT!
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THAT'S ONE CHICKEN .
WHO ISN'T "CHICKEN"
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ST. CHARLES, Mo.(UPI)Linden wood College, the oldest
women's college west of the
Mississippi, will include a men's
college next September. About
50 male students will be enrolled in the resident freshman
class.
Linden wood presently has
600 women students. toUege
officials look for a growth to
800 men and 800 women students during the nexe decadel
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FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE
BEGINS MONDAY, JUNE 30

Regular $ 506
Regular $ 7.05
Regular $10-00
Regular $12.00
One Group Regular $7.00

bed
GA1
an bed
led.
CIR
Urn
MAI
land
Fins
KIR
root
extr
MM
woo
Obabl
CAN
bed
Ultr
1400
briel
•
1241 1
.n1
1541
Stre

SUITS
2 for $ coo
2 for
1.00
2 for $12.00
2 for K I8.00
NOW $3.00

Regular $60.00 to $12.00
Regular $75.00 to $85.00

NOW 12.00 to $50.00
'40W $55.00 to 800.00

SPORT COATS
Regular $45.00 to $5406
Regular $52.00 to $66.08
Regular $75.00

NOW $30.00
NOW $35.00
NOW $45.00 to $50.00

DRESS SHIRTS
Regular 'moo to $11.56
Regular $9.00 to $9.50

_

One Group Regular $6.95 to $8.95

.504
fran
WIS
root
BAG
root
150S
brie
Nice
STO
two

SHOES

NOW 2 for $ 0.00
3 for $13.00
NOW 2 for $11.00
3 for VOA.
NOW $3.410

ME)
rdor
BEL
Rea
1301
root
DUI
cacti
NEA
base

CLOSE OUT ON SEVEN STYLES OF SHOES
Regular $37.50
NOW 822.50
Regular $36.00
NOW $22.50
Regular $33.06
NOW $20.00
Regular $27.1111
NOW 012.00 to $17.00
Regular $23.96
Now $10.00 to sj.5.00

SLACKS
DRESS SLACKS - Regular $12.00 to $25.00 ____ 30%
OFF
FANCY SLACKS - Regular $12.50 to $27.50
40% OFF.,
CASUAL WASH 'N WEAR - Reg. $8. to $12. _
40% OFF

Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30
One Group of
SUITS and SPORT
at Prices you will have to- 1
see to believe!

buis

Eurkituillam
Dixieland Center

fab.
Murray,Kentucky
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150
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To show our app • tion for the response you have given to Murray's newest Traditional Shop
for Men, we are
reducing the prices on all summer merchandise. This is our way of saying "THANK YOU" for making our
first
year a success.

KNIT SHIT

•ir
al
bed.t
sly.

WE ARE ONE YEAR OLD AND HAVING A
BIRTHDAY DINNER!

FREE CHICKEN DINNER
with sale of Each Suit, at our
neighbor,

The Dairy Cheet
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POE SALO

AUTOS POR SALO

MASSEY FURGUSON hay take
end New-Rolland rake in good
condition. Can be seen after
4:30 pm. or call Pwnear $473949. John McCuiston, Puryesit
Route 2.

UVING ROOM furniture and 1969 BUICK Wildcat, 4 door
T. V. Phone 7534435.
1-27-C hardtop. Gold with beige vinyl
roof, factory air and all power.
1954 TRI-PACER for sale. 135 1969 Opal Cadet station wagon.
H. P., MO hours since major Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
overhaul, Mk III radio, good Corner of 6th and Main. 1-30-C
fabric, full panel, new upholsREAL ESTATE POR SILLS
ENGAGEMENT RING and wed- tery and carpet, good tires, 1968 PONI1AC Executive 4 door
REAL ESTATE POE SALE
REAL ESTATE POE SALE
sedan with faelory air and all
ding band, $40.00. Call 753-1916 based at Kentucky Dam Airport.
power. 1967 Chrysler New YorkBest
offer
over
$3500.
Contac
t
before
307 ELM, three-bedroom
5:00 p. m. and ask for
CHOICE LOTS now available
er.
Blue with black vinyl roof.
frame.
Bob
Elliott,
Calvert
NICE
City,
Ky.
three-b
• Good commercial
edroom on Guth- and on the move in Wildwood
Mary.
TFNC
lot.
Joly(141 Factory air and power. Cain
Commercial Subdivision, MurKIRKSEY, 3'4 acres 7-yoom rie Drive.
and Taylor Gulf Station. CornNEW HEAVY DUTY cutters,
home on Sha-Wa ray's newest, So. 4th Street exbrick house and shop
build- Circle.
&SHP gear box, stump jumper EIGHT TRACK car stereo, on- er of 6th and Main.
J-30-C
ing.
tended. 2 new buildings are aand solid tail wheel. Hewn' en- ly two months old. Will sell
LARGE FRAME on Miller with bout to get under way on lots
ALMO, three-bedroom
cheap
Phone
753-700
4.
frame. Income apartments.
• ough to cut 4" bushes,
1906 OLDSMOB/1.4_911, four
recently sold. We can still offer
geniis
Modern.
enough to cut your lawn. V SPEEDUNER Runabout
&or TiarAinp. Beige with black
you
these
low
heat,
introdu
ctory
NEW
pri-a frame on wooded lot
ALMO, 2-bedroom frame on
pick-up models, $325.00. Also 60 H. P. motor and
ces. $90.00 front foot on So.
trailer. vinyl roof. Factory air and powIn Panorama Shores.
3/4-acre lot. Cheap.
4' pick-up and 5' pull models. Phone 492-8194 after
4th
St.;
$50.00
6:00 p. m. er. 1967 Chevelle, two door,
trout foot on
641 NORTH near Dexter, 30 NEW throwsbedreese cottage in
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-48111
inside St. Let us show you.
J-27-P straight shift, 6 cylinder. Cain
•
acres with beautiful brick home. Panorama Shores.
and Taylor Gulf Station. CornJuly 13-C
55 ACRES at Coldwater,
BEAUT
IFUL brick home on wa- LARGE FRAME HOME, in Hathree* of 8th and Main.
HIDEA-BED
1-30-C
mattres
s,
like
ter
SPOTS
bedroom brick home. Fine
before your eyes-on
front lot in Panorama zel, Ky., on Gilbert St., across
Color, brown, $35.00.
Shores.
place.
you' new carpet-remove them new
1080 OLDSMOBELE Delta 88,
from Baptist churc.h. This home
Phone 753-3338 after 4:30 p.
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric- ni
PANORAMA SHORES, two nice FOUR-BEDROOM brick veneer has 10 rooms, 1% baths, pine
two door hardtop. 1965 Buick
. •
J-27-C Electra 225 with
on Parklane, nice medium
shampo
cottages.
oer
$1.
Big
"K".
MSC
air and powprice floors, electric beat and is a
PINE BLUFF, two n•allers as home.
good solid house, on a lot 100 x
USED 55 GALLON aquarium, er. Local car. 1965 Buick SpeGROCE
RY
STORE
at
good lots.
South
100 feet. This should go fast
fluorescent reflector, knotty- cial, 4 door sedan. Automatic
Marshall, doing good business
PINE BLUFF, three water- FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate Only $8,500.00.
pine cabinet on wheels. Needs transmiston and power steerneeds
come
by
or
and
the
call
GUY 85 ACRES. A good cattle
price is right. Reason minor
front lots, many others.
farm
repair (cement included) ing. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaSPANN
REAL
for selling; Doctor said "Get
ESTATE AG- on blacktop, 8 miles
PINE BLUFF, two
from
price
Slur$45.00.
I
cottage
Leaving town, tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
s,
ENCY
at
518 West Main, Na- my, small
Out". Come and see it or call
IP both nice.
stock barn and corn
must sell. Phone 753-7407.
J-30-C
tional Hotel Building. Business
Benton
527-804
9.
J-28-C
LAKEWAY SHORES, two iota
crib; running water year aJ-77-P 1965 OLDSMOBILE
Phone 753-7724, Home Phone
GATEWAY ESTATES on Battround; 50 acres fenced and sow88, four
LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
NINE SETTER pups, eight door hardtop with factory air
ley Lake, five water-front Iota. Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise ed down; and 9 acres corn base.
in cabinet. Makes button hole.,
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Rey.
and power. 1965 Ford Falcon,
weeks old. Phone 753-8073.
Priced,
KENIANA, beautiful waterfront
• sews on buttons, monograming
75341919; Gary Young. 753-8109 BEAUT $10,500.00.
lot
IFUL LOTS in Lynn1-27-C 4 door sedan. Cain and Taylor
• and emroderies simple and easy.
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
22 ACRES adjoining Chandl
wood Estates and Fairview AcUses no attachments. 10 year 3/4 H. P. MEYERS non-subme
er
r- Main.
Park.
res, 2 miles and 3 miles out
J-30-C
guarantee. Full price only sible pump. Best offer. Phone
New Concord Highway, small
SEVERAL farms of various NEW
$58.80 or terms of $5.09 per 7534565 or 753-7770.
1964
3-BEDROOM ,brick located
CHEVR
OLET
Malibu
, 2.1-27-C
sizes.
down payment with terms if deHELP WANTED
month. For free home trial call
NOTICE
door hardtop V-8, automatic,
on large corner lot. Has famMAPLE SPRINGS subdivi
sired.
Paducah collect, 442-8805.
red. 1963 Oldsmobile F-85 stasion, lly room, dishwasher, range,
POE RENT
nice large lots.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerGOOD FRAME HOME, 5 rooms
tion wagon. Automatic, power
utility, carport, two full baths,
July-2-C
FIVE commercial or
and bath with aluminum sidvice,
Box
213
Murray
,
Ky.,
C.
business carpet, central hest and air
steering and rack on roof. Cain
NEW
MOBIL
E
ROME
for
rent.
lots in different parts of
ing, with 22 acres open land on
M. Sanders. Phone 312-3176,
town. conditioning. Ready to move in12' x 36'. Nicely furnished, air and Taylor Gulf Station. Corngood gravel road approximateREAL FINE business lot
Lynnville, Ky.
July8,-C
with to and priced at $20,500.00. You
conditioned. Located on shady er of 6th and Main.
1-30-C
50' x 100' garage building.
ly 2 miles from southwest city
FOR SALE
See must see the interior of this
lot. No children or pets, couple
LADIES for the new curly look
thin
limits of Murray. It has double
1966 CHEVY ll station wagon.
house to appreciate it.
Recon
only:
Used
ditio
Refere
&
ned
nces required. Coin
or your very own style, the
carport, storage, good barn,
tact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins V-8 with rack on top. Automat"Hairdresser Beauty Salon" is
CLEVE Road, five-room NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on fine well, large pond
We
are
lookin
for
g
a
high
and
14
large lot. Has underground wirFoiniture or call 7534586, be- ic transmission. 1965 Chevy II,
frame. Nice. Price reduced.
presenting for the month of
acres corn base, pays about
two door sedan, 6 cylinder straschool graduate who
ing, telephone, paved streets
_
ll* a. m. and 5:30 p. a.
ONE MILE on 641 North,
July
perman
ent
waves at a spec$700.00 annually. Priced $18,9
ight shift. Cain and Taylor Gulf
wants a career in parts- ial savings
only.
acres and four-room garage in. with curbs, storm sewer, house 000.00.
77C Station.
to you while they
Also New
Corner of 6th and
selling and handling last.
has large family room, central
„h partment. Developing propert
y. heat and
Main.
MCCUilt011
J-30-C
air-conditioning, large NICE BRICK HOME,
with a Mid-South equip- Regular $12.50
'BOLD 641 North, three-bedro
FURNI
now
SHED
$
7.50
HOUSE
t
S
and
on Belom patio, carpet,
-.
two-car garage, mont, 3 bedrooms, living
frame, basement . Bargain.
ment
dealer
$15.00
.
We
"
offer
apartm
ents
$10.00
for boys summer 1966 PLYMO
"
room
UTH Fury I, four
range, dishwasher, dinissal. A carpeted,
"
$18.00
" $13.50
Now Concord load
and fall semester. Phone 753den, kitchen with G. good pay, unequalled em121 SOUTH cITY limits, three beautiful home. Looking
door sedan. Power steering, aufor E. range and oven, utility, large ployee benefits includ
"
$25.00
5865
days
"
$17.50
753-51
Phase
710417
06
after
1
3
ing
bedroom frame, acre lot. Nice. beauty and quality let us show
tomatic. Locally owned. 1961
Call 753-3530 for your appoint.
bath and carport, city school din medical Insurance,
p.m.
TFC Buick Special 4 door
121 SOUTH city limits, two- you this one. Has two baths.
re- ment
sedan. Auwith one of these quail /
tricti and all drapes, G. E. tirem
bedroom frame. Good.
ent plan, and uni- fled stylist;
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick air-conditioner
TWO - BEDROOM apartment. tomatic transmission, power
Wanda
Nolin,
and
Pamantenna are forms are furnis
LYNN GROVE, house on 1 314 on North 19th Street. Has exAir-conditioner, carpets, elec- steering. Cain and Taylor Ulf
hed. No ela Woods, Sharon Bucy, Sylvia
included for only $17,750.00.
'acres, three-bedroom frame.
tra large family room, air-contric
previous experience nec- Carrico.
kitchen, carport. Call 75$- Station. Corner 'of 6th and
1969
ZIG-ZA
G in cabinet. This
1-30-C
Main.
ditioned, electric heat, carpet,
5675.
1-30-C
We will train you.
essary
machin
.
makes
e
double
decorat
WE HAVE LISTED most any- cerami
132
ACRE
FARM, 3-bedroom
c tile bath. Owners have
No traveling. Write giv- PAULETTE STEELE would ed designs, french seams, but- ONE
1961
tlung you would want. Give us left town.
frame home, newly painted, with
FORD
Country sedan staAND two-bedroom furlike to announce she is now ton holes, embrod
Any reasonable bid
eries„ mono- nished apartments on South tion wagon. Local car. 1961
"' a call.
lots of shade, on blacktop half- ing complete information employed full
will be consid•red.
time
at
Doris'
grams
sewing
and
other
all
1707 Magnolia, four-bedroom LARGE
mile north of Remotes grocery to:
16th. Zimmerman Apartments. Buick LaSabre 4 door sedan.
Beauty Salon, 624 Broad Street chores withou
3-belroom brick on 1
.
t attachments. Phone 753-6809.
brick, extra nice.
July-3-C local car. Cain and Taylor Gulf
and
acre lot in sight of university. between Lynn Grove and Triwould
like
to
invite
all
of
Simon & Gwynn, Inc.
Priced it only $39.88 or $4.48
City.. This is a good farm for
Station. Corner of 6th and Main
CIECORAMA, 1108 Fairlans, Has central gas
her friends to stop in or call per month.
heat, extra large
For free home trial TWO P. 0. Box 115f2
three-bedroom stone.
.140-C
BEDROOM apartment,
living room with fireplace, den, cattle farm, has Large stock
753-6474 for an appointment. Call Paduca
h collect, 442-8605. carpeted, air-con
barn, tobacco barn, 5 ponds,
Memphis, Tenn. 38111
1654 COLLEGE TERRACE. 4. 1% baths, carport
ditioned, stove, 1963 CHEVR
, large storage :3
J-28C
OLET
July-2,
-C
Impala. 4acres corn base, 2 acres tobedroom, two-bath, real nice. room. Possession
refrigerator. Couples or teach- door
with deod. bacco
sedan. Six cylinder autobase, 94 acres in permJOHNSON Blvd., in Keeneland, $21,000.00 Full price.
REGISTERED herd of short ers only. Phone 753-2898.
matic.
1962
Pontiac Catalina
anent pasture. Priced $29,505.
'four-bedroom, two baths, super: TWO BRICK and
horned cattle. If interested call
I-27C 4 door hardtop. Local
one frame IN
car with
FAIRVIEW ACRES, 3-bedGLENDALE ROAD, throse-bed- house on 14 acres of land
Aran Robinson, Kirksey, Ky.,
at
air
and power steering and
VERY NICE efficiency aparta room brick, nice.
Lynn Grove. If you are inter- room brick home with large SELLING AVON IS FUN! Earn
430-3801 after 4:00 p. m. 1-28-C
ment, furnished, twin beds, air- brakes. Cain and Taylor Gulf
living room, carpeted, kitchen- as you learn! Pay
OCANTERBURY ratites, three- ested in a good home
bills, make
with
No Jobs to Small or Large
conditioned, a star furnished. Station. Corner of 6th and Main
room,
bedroom, two-bath, extraordin- rental houses you Should some 'family
utility
room,
friends
,
territo
elecry
openin
gs near
take I
to be Appmciated
ary.
1121iCTRIC RANGE, 32", like duplex, $50.00 monthly. Phone
a look at this one, $25,500.00 tric heat, carport, on large lot you. Call or write: Mrs. Evelyn
Free Estimates
with lots of shrubbery. Priced L. Brown, Avon
new, also refrigerator, good 753-5051.
J-27-C
Fannie Hurst
Mgr., Dist. 440,
1303 STORY Ave., three-bed- for it all or $6,000.00 for the to
Contact:
sell,
$18,000
condition, Phone 753-6007.
.00.
Shady Grove Road, Marlon, Ky.
frame
-at small brick on % acre
Professorship
room, truly nice.
IF YOU WANT a nice quiet
42064 Phone 965-3363.
1-28-P place to live, see this threeKLNGSWOOD, Camelot Street, lot.
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Author
114-27-C
three-bedroom. Real good tiny. 83 ACRES of land at Wiswell. PRICE REDUCED, on this good
TV, RADIO and record player room cottage at private home, Howard Nemerov, professor of
Has
paved
road
on two sides. 3-bedroom frame home, with PARKL
KDIGSWOOD, Queensway, 3combination- In conaole. TV in 1% blocks from college. Phone English at Brandeis University,
ANE is moving to MurSome of the prettiest wooded living roem,
bedroom. Real good buy.
kitchen and den, ray. Applications now being ta- Ilenineen 9:00
3-77-C will be V. ashington University's
cabinet
. Must sell before Mon- 753-1589.
s.
on.
lots
and
in the county. Also some located -on a lot zoned
GATESBOROUGH Estates, 3commer
ken
day.
for
Phone
salesla
753-3567.
dies
in.
and
•
J-26-C TWO - BEDROOM furnished first Fannie Hurst Professor of
super500
p.
I-0Z
bedroom. Distinctively decorat- extra good creek bottom land. cial that is ideal and sufficient visors. Call
Mrs. Lowe 753-5285
You can sell enough lots off area for clean-u
air-conditioned,
I ed.
full Creative Literature, a post es
BOAT, MOTOR and trailer, 16 house,
p shop, in ad- for appointment from 1:00 p.-m
basement and garage. Electric tablished in the will of the late
,
CIRCORAMA, 707 Earl Court, Highway front to get balance dition to the home area. Also to 7:00 p.
Ft' Ittchltne
m.
' 50
P'
J-30-'C SEE THE GIGANTIC fireworks rude
of land free.
heat Phone 753-4311.
J-28-P novelist.
three-bedroom stone. Nice!
could space several house trailmotor. PhoneFr'753-750
3.
display at the Murray Drive In
\lies Hurst. a graduate ofMAGNOLIA Drive in Keene- 41 ACRES of real good land lo- ers on vacant lot. Price $15,July
-2-C TWO - BEDROOM duplex, air, Washin
Theatre, July 4th. On the giant
gton University. made a
land, three-bedroom, two-bath. cated near Elm Grove. Has road 000.00 if sold immediately.
WANTED: Experienced abort, screen see "Yours
dishwasher, disposal, range and beques
front on three roads, $400.00 A CHOICE
, Mine and
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